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plant and store in the cellar those
*••
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pots of Bulbs that are to blossom
for you in the early winter.

will bloom for a while inside. You

Bulbs,

Dishes,

every

Jardiniers,

Ferneries, Ferns and Plant Food,

and we are ready to supply them.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
Rockland
117-tf

399 Main Street

Dr. George H. Ingraham
Osteopathic Physician
Graduate ef Kirksville School of
Osteopathy
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
38 Summer Street
Rockland
129-tf

Second Liberty Loan Bonds
All SECOND LIBERTY LOAN BONDS are called for
payment November 1 5, 1927, and interest stops on that
date.

We would be pleased to handle bonds for collection, or
will accept same up to November 5, 1927, at 100 and
interest to November 15, for deposit in our Savings De
partment. Deposit will draw interest from November 1.
SECOND LIBERTY LOAN BONDS held by us as cus
todian will be collected and proceeds placed on deposit
in our Savings Department to the credit of the owners
thereof subject to their order unless otherwise in
structed.

Security Trust Co.

.Ur>

Resources over
$4,700,000
|| ROCKLAND

CAMDEN
VINALHAVEN

—
*•*

The heavy clay from the cellar of
the Chisholm building, Main and
Lindsey streets, moved with record
speed Monday with the Introduc
tion of a pneumatic digger, the
property of the Livingston Manufac
turing Co. The Implement has a
heavy blade that shears the clay
readily and a group of interesting
spectators watched its operation.
John H. Brubaker was responsible for
the use of the machine.

bring in the out door plants that

need

to

Time,

too, to fill your fern dishes and

s

*•*

Obedience is the key
door.—George Macdonald.

ROCKPORT

What One Sees From Alan L. Bird's Attractive New Sum- Cement Company’s Popular Vice President Receives Verbal
mer Home On Dodge’s Mountain.
Bouquets As Well As the Garden Variety.
A bright light burning on the side Interesting contrast
to the blue
of Dodgo’H Mountain, far Into the trimmings.
The cottage rests on a cement foun
night, has attracted no small amount
dation, and has a large, old fashioned
of attention on the part of those chimney constructed from field stone
whose travels take them within taken from a neighboring stonewall.
view of Rockland's big hill.
The The fireplace, also built from field
mystery is quickly explained, how stone, is large enough to admit a
Old fashioned circle
ever, with the statement that the four-foot log.
light beams from the windows of top doors, which fasten with clasps,
Alan L. Bird’s new summer home and casement windows which swing
outward add to the odd effect which
now nearly completed.
The construction of a summer cot the structure produces. The window
tage In that remote locality, with panes are small, and of plate glass.
only one neighbor In hailing dis
The floors are laid in red country
tance, has caused some wonder, but oak, from random boards, and repre
that wonder Instantly ceases when sent a very artistic piece of work.
one follows the winding road to the While the cottage is of the bunga
little plateau which Mr. Bird has low type there is a small attic where
chosen and beholds from It the most one would be lulled to sleep by the
gorgeous panorama that nature has rain on the roof. Access to the attic
stretched out anywhere on the At Is gained by a folding staircase.
lantic coast. Given a clear morn
The kitchen Is a roomy apartment,
ing, with the sunlight dancing on the large enough for a small dancing
water and the eye catches a marve party, and commands the wonderful
lous vista of Islands, headlands and view to which reference has already
ocean as far down the coast as the been made. Shower bath, lavatory,
vision will carry, and for a long dis electric lights and electric range.
tance up the bay. In the foreground a.'e among the modern conveniences
—stretched almost at the beholder’s which the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
feet is Chlckawaukle Lake, half In Bird will find. In the tin}- basement
the shadow cast by Bare Hill.
Is a modern oil burning furnace, fuel
The cottage itself Is an odd conceit for which is contained in a 500-galof the designer’s art, boarded on the lon tank.
outside with pine siding which has
The problem of water supply is
been sawed from and which still re one that is not destined to bother the
tains the dry bark on Its edges, giv owner for there is a large reservoir
ing a wavy and decidedly unique on the hillside with aq inexhaustible
effect.
The boards are stained In Oupply.
the natural color, and present an
The cottage was designed by
Hutchins & French, Boston archi
tects. Some day Mr. Bird will prob
ably erect nearby a commodious
lodge—but that is a matter of the
future.
The construction of this mountain
home reflects much credit upon the
contractor Charles S. Small of Old
County road. The architects plans
Imposed some unusual obstacles, and
folks told Mr. Small they couldn’t he
met, but Small indulged In a genial
smile and guessed he’d get by. How
Well he has succeeded is apparent to
those who have viewed the result of
his handiwork.
The Bird cottage Is located within
a few rods of the old Dodge farm,
from which Dodge's Mountain gained
Its name. The old brick structure,
familiar to so many generations,
long since disappeared, and on the
site of that famous old house has
risen a modern bungalow, which will
compare most favorably with some
of the city’s best residences. The
owner, and he wqs also the builder,
Is Solon Ruohoma, who may well be
i/i/zouqfi
termed the blueberry king of Dodge's
Mountain. His property consists of
340 acres of the best blueberry lands
In Knox County and his shipments
6e the Boston markets in the brief
jack
time that Tie has resided on the
cLovvl.BxtWv
mountain are very formidable. Mr.
Ruohoma is a thrifty, enterprising
x/yvOuMr x£/
citizen, who is to be congratulated on
his attractive new home and its un
excelled location. An interesting mem
ber of his family Is his young son
Koster, who Is a student in Rockland
High School and displaying so much
Remember that your automobile
ability as a cartoonist that he is tak
Is as dangerous as a loaded gun.
ing special studies on that subject.
Don't be one of that “I didn’t know
Dodge’s Mountain, the distinctive
feature of Rockland’s landscape, has
it was loaded” class.
been too little exploited. In the
feverish race for desirable summer
home locations It constitutes a gold
mine when properly developed. Some
day a modern automobile road will
wind Its way to the easily accessible
summit and other summer residences
will blossom there—maybe a modern
summer hotel. If the reader thinks
this sounds visionary let him go to
Mr. Bird's new home (where he will
always be welcomed) and get the
STATE
real vision
■
AGENTS
Meantime the Improvement of the
present road would perhaps be a
great incentive for visitors there. It
can be done at a fairly reasonable
expense, and Is a matter that should
receive early attention.

GRANGE FAIR

UNION

: : AT : :

WARREN

White Oak Grange Hall

SATURDAY, OCT. 29
Afternoon and Evening
Chicken Supper from 5.30 to 730.
At 50 cents each
DANCE IN THE EVENING
25c for men; 15c for ladies

There will be on sal* Fancy
Articles, Candy, Vegetables, Quilts
and Sofa Pillow*.

NEW RESIDENTIAL SECTION OF DOCKLAND
COBURN HEIGHTS—A restricted location for single homes of the better
type, located near Broadway between Limerock and Beech streets, in the
center of the city.
Residents of Coburn Heights will have the advantage of sending their
children to the unexcelled Primary, Grammar and High Schools, just a few
minutes’ distance to Lincoln street, being central to Postoffice, Public Library,
all Churches and the business district, of living in a restricted district among
homes of tharacter and refinement. All at a moderate cost, well within the
means of the average citizen.
Coburn Heights represents an unusual opportunity adjacent to the already
recognized select residential section of Rockland, High and Healthy overlook
ing the city.
Large lots reasonably priced for cash or pay out of your income if you
wish. Buy these lots now and reap the benefit of steadily advancing Real
Estate values, especially in this locality. We specialize in Building Lots and
New Modern Homes. Our car will call for you and show you our offerings
without obligations. Appointments day or evening. Information gladly sub
mitted.

Eastern Real Estate Co.
32 UNION STREET

ROCKLAND

PHONES 818—819

Building lots and new Homes already for occupancy. Rents in Rockland and
Thomaston and General Real Estate
128-130

Ice Cream will ba on sals in the
evening

Come and Have a Good Tima

HOTEL
ARLINGTON
Arlington & Tremont Sts., Boston

This up-to-date hotel provides i
a real home for visitors to Bos
ton. Each comfortable room i
has private bath and outside
exposure. Rates are very mod
erate, facilities complete, and
service flawless. Accessible to
all parts of Boston and sub
urbs. Ample parking space
makes it especially convenient
for automobilists.
Single Room
Double Room

Rates
$2.50 to $4.00
$3.50 to $5.00

129*130
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Strand Theatre

“The Rat”
Next Monday and Tuesday * g

One of the most notable banquets
ever held at Hotel Rockland, or for
that matter, in the city, took place
Tuesday evening when the staff of
the Lawrence Portland Cement Com
pany entertained In honor of Vice
President Charles A. Porter, who had
attained his 60th birthday. Several
Rockland men were Invited to share
in the festive occasion, which is
doubtless a forerunner to many happy
gatherings on the part of the new
comers to the local industrial field,
and members of the communities
which are to he so greatly benefited.
To Mr. Porter has been charged
the important duty of transforming a
section of virgin forest intq^ a mod
ern cement plant, and while the task
was almost a staggering one at the
outset he has succeeded beyond the
expectations of the famous corpora
tion which he represents. President
Smith, his superior officer, has set
a great store on the production of
cement hy the first of April, hut Vice
President Porter, plant builder ex
traordinary. believes he is not over
optimistic when he says that he will
have a fire in one of the kilns during
the month of February.
Men like spirit of that Indomit
able character, and they are working
under his leadership with a harmony
and rhythm that is good to behold.
Thus it was that when Mr. Porter
reached his 60th milestone the boys
were determined that the day should
have a proper stage setting. The de
tails were placeS in charge of Ralph
H. Trim, whose efficiency as office
manager of the Cement Company
long since impressed itself upon the
head official, and to whom the arrang
ing of an event of this sort comes as
second nature.
• • • •
Sixty American Beauty roses sent
to Mr. Porter by the staff of the
Lawrence Portland Cement Com
pany in Siegfried, Penn., occupied a
conspicuous position near the head
of the table. From the staff of the
Rockland plant came a beautiful set
piece with the inscription “L. P. C.
Co." done in monogram style with
chrysanthemums and pinks on a
base of ferns and mosses. President
Smith sent a basket of pink roses,
and two large baskets of chrysan
themums, sent by the local employes
served as table decorations.
•Seated at the banquet table were
the following guests;
C. H. Sonntag, R. H. Trim, E. J.
Davis, C. A. Porter, H. S. 'Stewart, H.
P. Newhard, A. F. McAlary, H. E.
Robinson, L. H. Barbour, C. B. Nicho
las. V, E. Bowe,.I. Q. Taylor, Frank B.
Miller, H. E. Comlns, H. P. Blod
gett, J. F. Carver, F. A. Winslow, 8.
T. Kimball, Richard Reed, J. O.
Stevens. iF. F. Harding, Thomas Mc
Phail of Thomaston, 'W. L. Finnegan,
If. A. Keyes, A. C. Brunner, R. iH.
Britt, Archibald Cooper and W. I,.
Nolan.
Attractive place cards indicated the
seating arrangement of the guests,
whose first duty was to don gay
paper hats and 'he carnation bouton
niere. The presence of snappers and
rattles at each plate made It plain
that no guest was expected to remain
quiet. Proprietor Keating appeared
to be enjoying the occasion as much
as anybody, and with Mrs. Keating,
was bending every energy to see that
■the banquet was a success. The fol
lowing menu was found to be Just
as attractive as It looks:
Fait Cocktail
Esctlloped Stew
Boiled Halibut
French Fried Potatoes
Fruit Salad. Whipped Cream
Roast Native Turkey with Dressing
Mashed Potatoes
Boiled Onions
Apple Pie
Ice Cream
Coffee

Vice President Porter, looking very
happy, but not sixty, sat at the head
of the table, and at the opposite end
was another happy gentleman, C. H.
Sonntag by name, who proved espe
cially fluent and witty in the capacity
of toastmaster. !Hls first official act
had been to propose a toast to the
guest of honor.
The speeches were Interspersed
between courses, Mayor Carver being
the first guest called upon.
"The people of this locality are
deeply aware of the value this com
pany Is going to be to It,” said His
Honor, "and feel that it is particu
larly fortunate in having on the job
a man like Vice President Porter,
who Is so capable of ‘building a plant
that is the ’last word.’ He is a most
courteous gentleman and we feel
pride In the fact that we are brought
into association With hint. I an, glad
to Join In this testimonial and can
assure you that the people of Rock
land join with me in wishing him a
happy life and many returns of this
day."
• • • •
"My mind goes back to 1908,'' said
Judge Frank B. Miller, "when I was
approached by A S. Black who said
(hat he was starting a movement for
the manufacture of cement and
wanted me to make an examination
of the titles to certain properties. In
all I examined 72 parcels. IWe ought
not to forget that it was Mr. Black
who Initiated this movement, and
who persevered amid all the discour
agements, delays and criticisms. W«
see today the fruition of his hopes
in the magnificent plant which is
now being developed In Thomaston;
of buildings erected in the twinkling
of an eye.
"This enterprise w hich has come to
us Is somewhat different in its na
ture than those which preceded It, for
invariably there has been a string
attached to the other projects in the
way of tax exemptions or stock
sales. I extend the felicitations of the
people of Knox County, and trust that
the movement will be crowned with
success and become a permanent es
tablishment for the enrichment of our
people."
Eber J. Davis, general superintend
ent of the cement plant was said by
the toastmaster to have an extended
acquaintance with the wild animals
of Australia, and was asked to ex
plain about the kitty with white
stripes which he had encountered on
Camden street. The genial super
intendent blandly acknowledged the
c»n and admitted that he had or
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Issue

The Knox County jail has 25 In
mates. The proprietors are brush
ing up the SRO sign.

E. F. Curtis, who has been laid up
three weeks on account of a bad fall
ganized a band of boys to extermi on Tillson avenue, is able to be out
nate the aforesaid kitties In that again.
neighborhood.
Blueberry blossoms picked by Mrs.
“Some salesmen have side lines and
one of them is golf.” said the toast Peter Hill of Rockville, Monday,
master In presenting Walter E. Bowe, found their way to The Couriereastern sales manager for the Law Gazette’s collection.
rence Portland Cement Company.
The new night safe of the Security
Mr. Bowe told of the first carload and
first trainload of cement which had Trust Company Is being well pat
come to the local plant, and said his ronized, and the bank's patrons find
listeners would doubtless be inter that It fills a long felt want.
ested to know that he already had an
Game law prosecutions reported
order for the first trainload which
would be produced by the new plant. by the Department of Inland Fish
Mr. Rpwe expressed the opinion that eries & Gagne include a fine of $19
President Smith and Vice President and costs paid by W. R. Kirk of
Porter were "the real things" in the Rockland for illegal trapping.
cement Industry,
The Central Fire Station boys are
"I; was a great old year," said S. T.
Klmhall, referring to 1867, the year experimenting with several makes of
that Mr. Porter was born. "'Charles radio sets, having earned enouglf
money from their recent ball to in
beat me out about five weeks.
"I suppose I have been longer Iden vest in the desired instrument.
tified with this proposition than any
Dr. J. C. Kent is to be operated
body except Judge Miller. In 1909
Mr. Black came to me and told me urott in Knox Hospital today for ap
his vision. It had Its ups and downs, pendicitis. Dr. Kent is an ardent
and it is not strange that people be sportsman and deplores the fact that
came a little worried. But Mr. Black the operation coming at this time
built well. Apparently he was ac will deprive him of the opportunity
quiring properties haphazard, but of seeing some of the college football
every one proved a strategic parcel, games.
and the control of raw material will
never he seriously menaced. Hence
the Lawn nee Portland Cement Com
pany has come here and after a most
careful and exhaustive survey has
taken over the properties. President
Smith told me that Vice President
Porter's presence had been of Incal
culable benefit to the local plant.
I’m glad he's with us in this com
munity."
* « • •

Arch Cooper, representing a Mil
waukee manufacturing concern which
has sold the Lawrence Portland Ce
ment Company half a million dol
lars’ worth of machinery, expressed a
strong liking for New England. He
had been (old that if he could sell In
this section he <ould make good any
where. He placed his first order in
'Biddeford and had been lucky ever
since. "Once you do business with
New Englanders," said he, "they are
with you from the start. Down In
Siegfried. Penn., I heard on all sides
about Mr. Porter—the man behind
the organization.
The dynamic
energy of our birthday guest has put
this thing across." Mr. Cooper told
a couple of good Irish stories, and
at his suggestion the guests arose
.and sang “For He's a Jolly Good Fel
low," in honor of Mr. Porter.
Joe Taylor, superintendent of con
struction got a big hand. He told
how they moved up into the forest
primeval last March and of the rapid
progress which has been made. “You
have got to have the cooperation of
the officials,” said Mr. Taylor, "but
it takes something besides money.
You have also got to have the co
operation of the men. If you don't
they can make it miserable on the
job.
“I pave enjoyed my stay In Rock
land thus far. and hope I will he here
part way into next summer. I want
Mr. Comlns to come up and see us
load the first train, and it will be
loaded with demurrage."
• • • .
H. R. Comlns was introduced as the
“efficient, active and alert representa
tive of the Maine Central Railroad."
“I am surprised to be called upon,"
said he, "for most people think that
all an agent can do is chase around
after cars and swear. Our relations
with the cement company have been
very agreeable and harmonious, and
I am going to do all I can to aid the
industry.”
The last speaker was Vice Presi
dent Porter, who was given an ova
tion. He told of his satisfactory
dealings with the railroad, power and
water companies; “in fact," said he,
“everybody around town has treated
us fine. The thing to do now is to
get this plant making cement. If we
don't get too bad weather I hope to
get a fire In by February. Taylor,
here, has been going 100 per cent
strong and I think maybe we can
work him up to 110 per cent." Mr.
Porter modestly sketched his own ca
reer In the cement Industry, harking
back to the time when he received
only 15 cents an hour and was paying
$25 a month for board.
After the banquet had closed con
gratulations wera showered upon Mr.
Porter and an hour of good fellow
ship concluded u pleasant and mem
orable evening.
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An overcoat baggy, wrinkled and
sad,
la changed to a garment that’s
stylish and glad.
—Mr. Before and After.

An overcoat comes to us looking
like one of last year's broken reso
lutions and we make it look proud
and confident again.
<
“For Appearance's Sake"

ARTHUR F. LAMB
291 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND,Mt
129-130

Attorneys Frank B. Miller, Charles
T. Smalley and C. S. Roberts attend
ed the opening of Lincoln County
Supreme Court Tuesday. Only one
civil case was marked for trial. As
sociate Justice L. B. Beasy of Bar
Harbor is presiding and the term
bids fair to be a brief one.

Mrs. S. B. Aylward, 15 Clarendon •
street, was the recipient of a long
stalk of sugar cane from her son.
Robert Aylward, who Is in Texar
kana ,Tex., where he has been em
ployed in a service station. Mr. Ayl
ward has been in Texarkana for
about two years and likes very
much.
The State Convention of the
Christian Endeavor Society will be
held in Woodfords Friday, Saturday
anJ Sunday. Among the Rockland
delegates are Misses Eda Knowlton,
Virginia Egan, Doris Coltart, Almeda
Martin, Kathleen Seavey, Dorothy
Magune, and Lawton Bray, Henry
Fifleld, Raymond Pendleton and
Kenneth Hooper

William McNamara of Augusta Is
in the city for a few days. Mr. Mc
Namara was formerly a resident pf
this city, in the employ of the Lamson & Simpson Hardware Company.
He is now In the employ of T. 8.
Wheeler of Augusta and has been
training two race horses which he
had on the circuit this season. He
is always glad to get back to Rock
land, but misses many familiar faces

"What Is It?" was the sign appear
ing before a strange looking bird
quartered Saturday night in the
window of the Rockland Hardware
Co., and the query was repeated by
all comers. The bird possessed webbed
feet, the head of a partridge, the body
of a dove and the general grace and
agility of a well-matured hen. It
was caught bare-handed by Bert
Bachelder on Ills Saturday hunting
trip and was finally Identified by John
H. Brubaker as a very long named
member of the grebe family, strayed
many hundreds of miles from his
accustomed sunny haunts.
Back in the Sixties the subject of
a bridge across the Kennebec River
at Bath was under discussion.
Looking over some papers which be
longed to his father, yesterday, S.
T. Kimball came across a telegram
which W. Hubbard sent from Wis
casset Aug. 6, 1867, to Joseph Farwell of Rockland. It read: “The
meeting of citizens of Wiscesset
last evening voted unanimously $15.090 toward the subscriptions and
$85,000 loan to Knox & Lincoln Rail
road provided the depot and road
In the village be satisfactorily locat
ed. That no bridge over Kennebec
shall cost the corporation more than
$350,000; that the road he located
and estimated cost provided before
first of January next.”
H. A. Daniels on his way to Africa
was a passenger on the first regular
train across the Kennebec River
from the eastward Monday, and had
curiosity enough to time the passage.
From the Woolwich abutment to the
Bnth shore accupied exactly 1 min
ute and 5 seconds.
Mr. Daniels
says: “If Rockland could get a 5.30
train, with parlor car. which would
cor nect in Portland with The State
of Maine Express at 9.10 p. m . a
person could spend a full business
day in Rockland and be In New York
at 7.36 the next morning. This 2.20
train breaks up a whole afternoon,
and we sit here In Portland for
three hours waiting for a connection.
Some day Rockland will get good
service as they do now in Brunswick
ind the sooner the business men.
the Rotarians. the Fortys, teh Lions,
ind the Klwanis start to kick, the
sooner the railroad will take notice."
Mr Daniels sails from Boston this
week on the "President Wilson" for
•he Azores Islands, off the Coast of
Portugal, where Ruth Elder landed
a week ago with her lipstick and
bloomers. From there he goes to
Lisbon, Portugal, and will go Into
Spain again; then on to Africa,
Sicily and Italy.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again 1 would
hare made a rule to read some poetry and
isten to some music at least once a week.
The loss of these tastes Is a loss of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin.
IN SILENCE
Why fret at your work because
The deaf world does not hear and praise;
Were it so had. O workman true.
To work in alienee an your days!

I hear the traffle In the street.
But not the white worlds o’er the town;
I heard the gun of sunset roar,
I did not hear the sun go down.
Are work and workmen greater when
The trumpet blows their fame abroad!
Nowhere on earth is found the man
Who works as silently as God.

—Samuel Valentine CnU,

'
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Rockland. Maine. Oct. 27. 1927.
Personally appeared Frank 8. Lyddle, who
an oeth declares that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Oct. 2.", lt*27 there was
printed a total of 6200 copies.
cfefore me,
FRANK 11. MILLER.
Notary Public.

I sought the Lord, and he heard
me. and delivered me from all my
fears. This poor man cried, and the
Lord heard him. and saved him out
of all his troubles.—Psalm 34:4, 6.

'TWAS GOOD SPORT

IBURPEE'SI

But Only a Few Fans Saw
Closing Races At Knox
Trotting Park.

From Foundry to Your Home
When you buy a furnace here it practically means you are buying
direct from the foundry. This store is a part of the great Glenwood
organization. Only a small profit over the actual cost is added to
wholesale prices. Furnaces are shipped to Rockland in carload lots
and then delivered direct from our warehouse.

A bit too late for horse racing.
That seemed to be the prevalent feel
ing among the turf fans yesterday,
for the majority of them stayed at
home, and only a handful of the
loyal was present when the .starting
judge, Earle C. Ludwick. gave the
word in the first heat at Knox Trot
ting Park.
All the races on the card turned
out to be good, but the interest natu
rally centered on Class 1, which was
the 2,13 trot and pace. . Mary Aber
deen, Frank Butler up, captured the
first heat, doing the mile in 2.18(4.
The same time was made in the s cond heat, but this time it was The
Sheik which passed under the wire
first, and his owner, Cr. William
Ellingwood held the reins.
The
Sheik repeated in the next two heats,
but was given a close rub by the
Aberdeen mare on the heat which
told the story, and which was the
fastest of the day.
L. Allenwood of Camden drove Un
known to victory in the 2.23 class and
there was no division of honors.
Charlie Walker saw to it, also, that
there should be no extra heat in the
half mile race. The final heat was
good sport, with Mokolite forcing Ben
Earl under the wire at 1.07(4 clip.
Henry Jordan held the reins over
Mokolite, and let out some shouts in
that last heat that will ring in
Charlie’s ears for many a day.
In tiie attempt to pull the Associ
ation out of the hole, the owners of
the competing horses raced yesterday
without purses. Otherwise the hole
would have been very much deeper.

The course In savings banking
that has been started by the Bos
ton Chapter of the American Insti
tute of Banking is another of those
commendable phases of practical ed
ucation presented by these modern
times. The course alms to Incul
cate the policy of saving by the in
dividual of a part of his income,
however small that Income may be.
President Gifford of the Savings
Banks Association of Massachusetts,
speaking upon the subject, urged
the need of educating the people to
make such saving and added that
hankers in general ought to have
enough publio spirit in this connec
tion to enter into community work.
It may be pointed out that the bankr
ers of Rockland several years ago
entered upon a systematic and per
sistent campaign of such education,
lht> good results of which are seen
today in the ten million dollars held
in deposits by the banks of the city
as compared with half that amount
held previous to these systematic
The summary:
2.13 Class
educational campaigns. This steady
Dr.
William
preaching of thrift has been of in The Sheik,
Ellingwood,
2 111
calculable benefit to the people of Mary Aberdeen. Frank ButKrox county.
ler,
12 2 2
John Opp, G. W. Bachelder
3 3 3 3
Time,
2.18(4,
2.18*4,
2.22*4
The naming of streets presents a
2.17*4.
2.23 Class
fascinating study.
How do they
Unknown. L,-Allenwood
1 1 1
come about? We should like 'to Stevie Guy, Henry Carleton
4 2 2
have the story of how certain of Belle Giltner, M. F. Donohue,
2 3 3
Rockland's streets came by their Dorland Cook, James Brown,
3 4 4
designations, and will welcome con Helen Russell, F. M. Blacking
•ton.
tributions from our readers dealing
Time, 2.24(4, 2.23. 2.24.
with the subject. Some of them are
Half Mile
obvious—those preserving the names Ben Earl, C. H. Walker,
1 1 1
of old-time families, for example, or Mokolite, Henry Jordan.
3 3 3
conveying some topographical sug May Queen, Fred Carini,
Time, 1.11, 1.08*4, 1.07*4.
gestion—but why Brick, Cottage,
Fern, Lisle, Orient. Pink, Trinity?
STRAND THEATRE
With the growth of the city and
Today offers the last chance to see
the accompanying opening of new "Roaring Fires,” the melodrama
streets, the problem of selecting which is presented for the benefit of
names will increasingly present it the assistant engineers of the Rock
land Fire Department.
self. We do not think it should be
Amazing mid-air feats are seen in
left a matter of haphazard. A street “The Flying Mail” which comes as
name ought if possible to have sig one of the Friday and Saturday fea
tures. This production depends for
nificance, to preserve tradition, tell
its popular appeal on the elements
a story, and avoiding when it can of almost superhuman airplane feats
the common-place, convey a sugges of its featured player, side-splitting
tion of dignity, not to say beauty. comedy situations and a hunt for
crooks who manage to elude their
We do not feel that this should be would-be captors until almost the
regarded as asking too much. la last scene .The big punch of the
is
a
plane-to-plane
some instances the naming of a production
change in mid-air by Wilson, ac
street rests in the hands of the city
companied by a two-man parachute
government or a city improvement descent so novel, different and more
league.
dangerous from that generally seen
in films, that it is anticipated it
The news story of the banquet_to should bring film fans from their
seats in the excitement of the mo
Vice President Porter conveys some ment.
a
suggestion of the quality of the
Savage, wolfish eyes, as cruelly
gentlemen who have been brought hard and malignant as those of a
into the life of this community, reptile. That is all she remembered
of the man who murdered her hus
through the establishment of the band The fight between the killer
great industrial plant in the ancient and her husband, Jim Hardy, had
brief
but
savage.
The
borough of Thomaston. Not only been
has large capital been brought here knife of the murderer went home.
The wallet filled with the savings of
for the development of these natural a bitter Arctic life was snatched
resources, but associated with that away, and in the excitement of the
is a group of men who take up per moment, the blood-stained thief
jumped into the murky waters of
manent residence here and will be
Puget Sound and escaped.
Thus
come in the nature of things factors does "Eyes of the Totem,” open.
in the business, civic and social Friendless and without funds, Mar
activities of Knox County.
Here iam Hardy and her tiny daughter
wa.ked the streets of the strange
is a special source of congratulation. city. Those terrible eyes haunted
It is in all cases proper to recognize her. By them alone could she hope
the aifvent of new capital, but when to bring the murderer to justice,
joined with its coming is the element for the police were helpless with
such a frail clue to work upon. See
of potential contribution to good this picture Friday and Saturday.—
citizenship, the community apprecia adv.
tion becomes greatly emphasized.

Acknowledgements are due, and
hereby gratefully tendered, to a
group of kindly readers whose eyes
have noted this column’s allusion to
that one-time popular product of the
New England orchard, the Porter
apple. The editorial room has been
made fragrant, the editorial palate
sensibly
gratified,
by
generous
samples of the fruit garnered from
neighborhood orchards. Out of dis
cussion with these friendly growers
of fruit we bring confirmation of
our previously expressed conclusions
namely that the I’orter as today en
countered has failed to retain the
superiority among apples which the
older generation of today distinctly
remembers.

The lopping off of half an hour in
the train time between this city and
Boston is among not the least of the
blessings to flow from the bridging
of the river at Bath. Nor shall we
dlspair of seeing a still further re
duction. Trains make the PortlandBoston run ef something over a
hundred miles in three hours. The
eighty-seven miles between Rock
land and Portland should hardly
cal! for a longer time.
The visitor to Boston, gazing upon
the new street signs which now en
able him to find his way about,
mingles with his thanks for such as
sirtance amazement that it should
so long have been denied. If ever a
city in the world needed to have its
street corners placarded, it Is Bos
ton.

Writes a Northern Maine corres
pondent: “My boys saw a moose
labt Wednesday going to school.”

Every-Other-Day

I

GLENWOOD
RUBY FURNACE

I
Competent furnace workmen
trained in the Gienwood Foundry
are here to install the furnace in
your home.
Every furnace is
guaranteed
by the
Glenwood
Range Co. This is why prices on
the Glenwocd are less than any
other furnace of similar qua iiy.

I

$150

A good looking, up to date living room, din
ing room or chamber is today almost a neces
sity. It is so inexpensive to own a nicely furThis is all new fall styles that have just arrived
nished room. Read over the offerings below
and because we buy together with 17 Atherton
Stores the price is below what the ordinary
store can name. IF IT IS NOT CONVENIENT
TO PAY ALL AT ONE TIME WE WILL EX
TEND YOU A YEAR’S CREDIT ON ANY
OUTFIT.

s
I

« COMPLETE-"

3 Beautiful Parlor Pieces

I

A carload of handsome velour suites arrived this week.

Some are in blue and taupe, some in rose and taupe; others

A YEAR TO PAY

in walnut and ‘rose.

Every suite has reversible cushions,

web spring construction and very deep soft springs in seat

NO INTEREST

and back.

i

Every su'te is composed

of a long divan, high back wing chair
and lounge chair.

A NEW GLENWOOD
It is now possible to buy a Glenwood
N Range complete with high elevated
shelf, delivered and set up ready for
use in your kitchen for—

H

8T9.OO

9-pc.Walnut Dining Suite

a
I

Twenty genuine walnut dining suites came in yesterday.

This range is a regular Number 8.
The oven is 20 inches deep and 18
inches wide. Straight sides to the
oven give a firebox that will not col
lect aches under the back grate and
quickly burn it cut. (Never buy a
range that has a cut-under oven, for it
causes grates to warp). The finish of
the range is very smooth. All nickle
removable.

Every piece is a well finished and carefully made job. The
drawer work is dovetailed and finished Inside. Large drawer

in buffet for linen and a drawer for
silver.

A complete suite of

pieces.
EASY TERMS

$2.00 Weekly—No Interest

4-pc. Wal. Chamber Suite

jj2-jc:G33ncLUC3OD2iinaaQCQ0DC3f;”:'.i:2i:

BURPEE

A chamber suite cf late design and finish is now within

FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND ----

WITH THE BOWLERS
After taking two -drubbings from
the Waldoboro Veteran Firemen the
local "vets” came to life Monday
night and showed the Lincoln Coun
ty stars what we can do over here
on a pinch. The following score is
worth while reading:
Rockland Vcderan Firemen
460
92
101 84
La wry,
437
85
89 111
Howard
471
91
90 100
Kelley.
89 124 101 108 104 526
Fogg,
103 102 124 101 126 555
Ccbb,

472 521 503
Waldoboro Veteran
89 78 82
O. Smith,
91 106 93
Benr.er,
106 103 94
Brideau
112 92 110
B. Smith,
77 94 113
Fitch,

Have You

Add Scalp?

477 4S3 2456
Firemen
417
86
460
87
495
106
507
102
118 105 507

475 473 492 439 447 2386

Style, Comfort, Quality
Patent Kid
AA to EEE
Sizes 1 to 9

One Pair Will Convince the Most
Skeptical

MAINE

Schooners of Many Masts
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Just a few lines on this discus
sion about the seven master Thomas
W. Lawson and the six masted
schooners. I think Capt. Hupper is
sl.ghtly mistaken when he says that
the Elinor Terry was built the same
i year the Lawson was launched. The
Elinor Terry was launched about
the time that the George W. Wells,
I Camden’s six master, sailed on her
first voyage in 1900. The Wells and
tiie Terry were in collision off Cape
Cod in the spring of 1901 and were
taken to Bath for repairs. I saw
both of them in September of tiiat
year discharging coal in Boston. I
enclose a picture showing the upper
part of 'the Lawson. It was taken
when the schooner was trying to get
through the bridge at Fore River,
which bridge had to be widened to
le; her through You might show tiie
clipping to Capt. Hupper. It carries
the date of the Boston Globe from
which it was taken. Sept. 9. 1902. I
would like to know what color the
Lawson was painted, white or black.
I have a picture of her (not a good
cne) showing her black. There Was
a six masted schooner, the William
S. Douglass, the only one of that
class built of steel constructed at
Fore River.
William II. Hosmer.
Camden, Oct. 25.

Mr. and Mrs. George
S-.r. flair
and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene E. Stoddard
returned Sunday from Eagle Lake
happy in the possession of four deer
which attested to the success of their
hunting trip. Xot so good was the
situation which confronted Mr. and
Mrs. St. Clair when they opened their
residence at 72 Rankin street and
found that it had been ransacked Iiy
burglars, who gained entrance by
prying up a window on the piazza.
The presence of numerous cigarette
butts showed that they had taken
their own time about tiie job.
Jewelry and clothing were taken.
;One of the articles of jewelry taken
was a serpent ring with a diamond in
the head.

We’d hate to have to wear any
thing that had to be pulled up as of
ten as stockings or down as often as
skirts.—Ohio State Journal.

They must prove satisfactory or
be replaced Free of Charge.
Black and Tan Calf

$5.50
BOYS’

HIGH CUT LEATHER
SHOE
With Genuine Brass Lined Jackknife FREE

SNAG AND U. S. BOOTS
For Fishermen

R. E. NUTT
SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

attractive.

Uie Norman R. Flour, Three Crow
Soda, Three Crow Cream of Tar
tar and make your Biscuits de
licious.

The fine suite shown at the left is very

A bow-foot bed, three-mirror
•or vanity, dresser

with large mirror and a ropmy fivsdrawer chiffonier. Inside all drawers
are varnished and all drawers run
smooth.
EASY TERMS

WE WANTERKNOW!

“Roaring Fires” will be seen at
the Strand Wednesday and Thursday
with the assistant engineers of the
flte department benefitting frem the
l<erfo:vnances. A special matinee for
the school children will be in order
tomorrow at 2 o’clock. . The picture
Is said to have met with remarkable
success elsewhere and to lie a story
full of smashing action and thrilling
heroism.

it yvur nail won 1 Keep L*ie s.mp.eat
wave for several days, there is prob
ably too much acidity. A condition
that causes hair to be stubbornly
straight and stringy, and to lack a J.
lustre. Acid scalp.
From the hour you check this ex
cessive acidity your hair will act and
appear very different. It will arrange
easily in any style that becomes, for
it will have lovely softness, and all
the sheen all healthy hair nerma iy
has. Danderine will neutralize the
acid, and actually dissolve every par
ticle of dandruff scale. Your hair
won't need anything else to keep it
’fresh, wholesome, and free from the
least objectionable taint that is too
often noticed in otherwise fastidious
women.
Danderine sells for only thirty-five
cents at any drugstore, and as only a
few drops on comb or towel will do
the work, a bottle lasts for weeks I

everyone’s reach.

{149
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F
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EXCHANGE YOUR OLD FURNITURE FOR NEW
Every home has used furniture that can be traded in for new. We will make you
a liberal allowance on anything you may have. Call us on the phone and our sales
man will call and talk it over. ALL FURNITURE WE TRADE IN IS SOLD AT
OUR WAREHOUSE—NUMBER 10 WINTER STREET.

wi’h Rubber wheels

Card Tables

$1.69
The better type of
card tables with lea
therette tops that are
washable.
Limited
number at this low
price.
One to a customer.
SATURDAY ONLY

•ccusccr.cccapaooaactmoaonPDunnaotjoocspaacaaHcncc

BURPEE
,
3

FURNITUPE CO.
RO< Kl \ND

MA1NF

—
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An interesting and beneficial con
ference was conducted by the min
Leon Ray Livingston Will isters of the Lincoln Baptist Asso
ciation of Knox County at the First
Speak In Baptist Church Baptist Church Monday afternoon
and evening, with supper served by
Sunday Night.
the ladies of the church. Mrs. Frank
Leon Ray Livingston, who visited Ulmer in charge. The meeting was
Rockland 15 years ago in the ca called to discuss Evangelistic pro
pacity of a hobo known the world grams in the churches of the Asso
ciation. Plans were also made to
over as A Xo. 1, and who then lay conduct special services in pastor
claim to having traveled 620,006 miles less churches, and a general ex
at a cost of $7.61, will be here again change program drawn up whereby
Sunday night when he speaks at 7.15 eacli pastor would be called upon to
supply such a pulpit at stated times
o’clock in the First Baptist Church Among the pastors present were
on the subject “Where Ls My Wan Rev. Mr Peaslee of Belfast, Rev.
(Harold Miller of Liberty and Montdering Boy Tonight?”
ville. Rev. E. M. Holman of Camden,
The experiences that Mr. Living
Rev. .1. L. Wilson of Rockport, Rev.
ston will relate are of a boy who ran . H. S. Kilborn of Thomaston. Rev. F.
away from home and who became the E Packard of Port Clyde. Rev. Perworld’s greatest tramp. “A No. V I ley E. Miller of Tenants Harbor,
has a message to deliver to every par Rev. Benjamin P. Browne and Rev.
ent and every boy and girl of Rock I ‘Isom- W. Stuart of Rockland.
land and it is to be hoped that none
will lose this wonderful opportunity
"ON MY SET”
of hearing tihis magnetic and force
ful man deliver his message.
In a 20-minqte session late
Mr. Livingston has rubbed elbows
Tuesday night I logged WLW,
with many persons of tame, including
WIP,
WJZ, WEEI,
WTAM,
Thomas A. Edison. Luther Burbank,
WNAC. WBZ, WPG and WMCA.
Jack London and many others
Nothing at all remarkable about
Thirty-one years of his life were spent
this, except that stations have
as a tramp, traveling to all part, of
not been especially numerous of
the globe, and no one but himelf
late.
car. tell of the many experiences, nar
row escapes and the hardships and
Reception was not particularly
heart breaks which are common to
good last night, but the'Sparkers
the life of a tramp.
and Maxwell hour furnished good
Turning over a new leaf or be ng
entertainment.
regenerated to the responsibilities of
life, be settled down and marri d.
He new devotes all his time in mis
“On My Set” has a very good
sionary work, trying to save boys
friend in Portland, Herbert K.
from themselves, dissuading them
Washburn, by name, and to him
from leaving home.
cxiends thanks for a late log
Mr. Livingston has tramped a’l
book a-.d other favors. Mr.
over Europe, South and Central
Washburn writes: “Did you have
America and even participated in the
a chance to enjoy the wonderful
gold rush in Alaska. His adventures
Sictson Shoe Hour Sunday after
have been many and he has the
noon? That was some band, all
reputation of keeping his audience
right, and who ever thought
spellbound from the starting to the
there were so many good marches
published?”
If Mr. Washburn
finishing of his lecture, it is so full
of pathos and human interest.
only knew how difficult it is for
There will be no admission charge
us to get WCSH in the night
time.
for the' lesture.

$3.49
Large size wood bas
sinettes, sturdily
constructed and fnished in white ename I.
Comfortable
springs—rubber tired
wheels and drop
sides.
SATURDAY ONLY

I

FAMOUS EX-HOBO

AYER'S
If there's one thing mere than another that makes us mad Its cold
feet. Everything is wrong and it's cnly the hole in the doughnut we
see. So we are sure these days to have some good warm Stockings on.
It keeps us good matured. Try our prescription.
STOCKINGS—Heavy Wool, good quality ................ 25c, 50c, 75c, $1.C0
Cashmsre ........................................„................................................ 50c
Fancy Silk and Wool ................................................... 50c, 75c, $1.00
Fall Golf Hose ............................................................ 50c, $1.00, $1.50
SWEATERS—Heavy Black Crew Neck All Wool Sweaters ..........
............................................./...................... $4.»8, $6.00, $7.50
Heavy All Wool Coat Sweaters ......................... $6.98, $7.98, $10.00
LUMBERJACKS—All Wool Goods ................................. $5.00, $7.00, $9.00
SKH JACKETS—The coat that will make a fifty cent boy look
like a million dollars ....................................................... $9.00, $10.00
OVERCOATS—For Men. We hardly like to sell these coats. If
you buy one they will last so long we won’t get a chance to
sell you another for so many years we'll be old men............
................................................................. .............. $16.50, $20.0oi $25.00
UNDERWEAR—All Wool Shirts, Conticook—these would scratch
the hide off us, but they are sure warm and most folks like
‘h®m ...... ........................................ ........................................„...... $2.75
Half Wool Shirts or Drawers ....... ........................................... $1.75
Fleeced or Ribbed, each ............................. .............................. $1.00
Winter Union Suits ....................... $1-25, $1.50, $2.00, $3.75, $4.98
PANTS—As heavy or ~s light as you wish. Some so heavy they
almost stand alone. Others so handsome you’l.l buy them for
souvenirs if you can’t use them
........... $2.50, $3.50, $5.00, $3.00

WILLIS AYER
NEW ICE CREAM PARLOR NOW OPEN
COON’S ICE CREAM IN BRICKS
Bars 5c.

Pails 5c; and Bulk

COLD DRINKS AND COLLEGE ICES
Ask about our Special Halloween Brick

NOOK’S
WEET

HOP

Home Made Sweets

402'Main Street, Rockland
128-130

I

/
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TALK OF THE TOWN y

IMONTON’

George T. Wade who had a bad faE
Oct. 16, is again able to be around the y/
house.

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND'

Fred Butts, Western Union messenger boy, is having his annual va- W
cation.
J

FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND MONDAY

SPECIALS

Chambray
for Health
Hoover
and Beauty!
The factory has finally con

sented to ship a few dozen
more of these $1.25 Cham

bray Hoover’ Dresses at a

Union Suits

Or 2 for $1.75
(while they last)

Dutch neck, elbow sleeve, ankle length; also low
neck, no sleeve, ankle length, $2.35 and $2.25
value. Per suit—

All Wool Jersey Dresses,

Merode Special Union Suit, all sizes .... $1.00

$9.00 value. Special each—

$3.75

Children’s Union Suits of Merode quality. Per
Suit................................................. $1.39 and $1.59

!J2f2IZJZJ2/ZriVZIZJZJ2r2/ZfZJ2/BfBllJ2J%IZf£IBJZIZIZRJZJHJ2JZrzrzrZJZr2JZRrcLrZJZfBrEr{L

REAL ESTATE
CITY PROPERTY. FARMS, ETC.
SPECIAL
I have a remarkably
good home for only

$3000

Steel intended for the Camden &
Rockland Water Company's new
i tower opposite the State Prison
I(about 160 tons) has been shipped.
It is consigned to Fred M. Blacking, ton, who will have charge of transj porting it from the railroad station
to the site. The new tower will set on
■ “stilts." similar to the one at the
‘ Samoset, and from the base to the
top will measure 120 feet. The 9a, pacity will be 300,000 gallons. The
i piers are already completed. The
purpose of this water tower is to in
crease the hydrant pressure.

EASY TERMS

INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS

ROBERT U. COLLINS
375 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 77

MS®

ROCKLAND
129-131

Orthophonic Victrola
as a

MEN’S READY MADE OVERCOATS
If you are looking for a good medium priced overcoat, this it the place

you can find it; not the cheapeat, not the higheat priced, but all wool

goods with heavy satin yoke and sleeve linings, at popular prices—

.

$25.00, $30.00, $35.00

MADE TO MEASURE OVERCOATS, $35X0 UP

Radio Loud Speaker
Victrola Style 4-7 is a conso'e
model with regular tone arm and
orthophonic tone chamber. It also
has a radio speaker unit inside the
cabinet which can easily be con
nected to any standard radio set.
In this manner the Victrola be
comes a radio loud speaker cf
wonderful quality and volume.
Come in and listen to this new
style Victrola.

Suita made from Customers’ Goods in three grades $18.00, $20.00, $22.00

C. A. HAMILTON
129-lt

M

Manager E. R. Spear of the tele
phone office has embarked on a
richly earned vacation.

Coats and Frocks
The discriminating Woman’s preference for liner apparel results
from her assurance that It is of exquisite quality—of perfect styling—
of unique beauty. Finer coats and frocks at moderate prices are fea
tured in our ready-to-wear department.

“Sour krout ice cream cones” are
no longer advertised for sale in a
store not many miles from Hotel
Rockland.

AMAZING VALUES IN NEW COATS

Marion, daughter of Archie Rackllffe of Ash Point, fell from a bicycle
Tuesday, and sustained cuts on the
head. •
f

aine/75
I I
Established 1890

■

USICVj

-- Life Savers -SUGAR, 100 pounds.. .......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $6. 15

Lody Cross and Capt. Robert A.
Snow are back from the big woods,
the former with a 189 pound buck
and the latter with a good sized doe.
They failed to get a bear, but the
Bean Barrel Club has voted that they
made good.
,
Frank L. .Richardson, who has been
acting as chef at the Thorndike Ho.
tel during the summer, goea next
week to Brooklyn, where he will
spend the winter with his daughter,
Mrs. Otis Lewis. Horace Lermond of
Warren succeeds him at the Thorn
dike.
American Legion meeting this
evening at 7.30 sharp. Business of
impor^tnce demands the attention of
all Legionnaires. Plans for another
smoker will be made. Put the cat
out and come down, is the new com
mander's injunction.
From Haddonfield, N. J., comes
word that five persons connected
with the Bancroft Training School
are ill with typhoid, believed to have
been contracted while they were at
Garthgannun Lodge this summer.
The number of victims In the Owl’s
Head crew was 10; r.cne seriously ill
at this time.
Country Club members will revel
tomorrow evening in a real oldfashioned Halloween dance, which
will have novel features and a sur
prise orchestra. Dr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Ellingwood will be in charge,
assisted by Dr. and Mrs. Walter
Conley, Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn A. Lawrence, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry B. Bird and Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis.

The Salvation Army's 36th an
niversary will be celebrated next
weekend.
Major and Mrs. J. N.
Waldron, the divisional officers of
northern New England, will be in
charge, assisted by Adjutant and
Mrs. Nicol, very talented musicians,
who will give a musical program on
Saturday night at 8 o’clock. Sun
day there will be special services at
11 a. m. and 3 and 8 p. m. At the
afternoon service will take place the
dedication of a new S. A. flag, and
instruments, recently purchased in
connection with the formation of a
young people's brass band. In the
evening a number of new soldiers
wli! be enrolled and messages will
be read from leading citizens of
Rockland, also from former officers
of the local corps. The meetings
bid fair to be of exceptional interest.

ONIONS, 10 pounds... .......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 25c

MOVES HERE FROM CAMDEN

KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES, 4 packages.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25c

Dr. Mary Reuter’s Practice Taken
Over By Young Osteopath—Mar
ried Rockport Girl.

POCKET HONEY COMB TRIPE, pound.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 5c

EAGLE MILK, can .... ...20c. 10 cans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.90
OLD FASHIONED TAMARINDS, ponnd.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25c

CAMPBELL’S SOUPS, all flavors, 3 cans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25c

CORNED SPARERIBS, pound.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 Oc

CIGARETTES, 2 pkgs... ... 25c Carton.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.22
Canada, I.ucky Strikes, Chesterfields

TUB BUTTER, pound . ............ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 9c

CLOVERBLOOM BUTTER, 2 pound rolls.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 9 3c
FRESH HADDOCK, dressed weight, pound.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 2c
PALMOLIVE SOAP, 3 cakes .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 9c

SALAD A TEA, 1*4 pound package.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 !3c

PERRY'S FOODLAND

Lustrous Velour Fabrics
Venises
Smart Tweeds and Coatings

Dull Suedes
Broadcloths
Camel’s Hair

/

r 7

!'
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The colorings are the newest: Black, new tans, navy, grack’.e.
Misses andn women's.

Register of Probate Charles L
Veazie and Ken Knights tried the
birds Monday and brought home a
goodly bag of partridges and wood
cock.

Golden Rod Chapter, O. E. S., en
tertains lHarbor Light Chapter of
Rockport Friday evening. There
will be work. Members will please
furnish for supper to be served at
6.30. Dr. Richan chairman.

Every coat in this group is of

Trimmed with rich beautiful furs.
unusual style and character.

$39.50 to $72.50
INTERESTING FROCKS OF LOVELINESS

The Courier-Gazette's thanks to
Capt. A. E. Wingfield of Wlincheombe, I
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, Eng
land (some address!) for recent
copies of London papers.

$1.98

JERSEY. DRESSES

FINER

The store and house awnings
around the city are coming down like
autumn leaves these days at the
hands of the Rockland Awning Co..
Inc. crew.

MERODE WEEK SPECIAL

89c

—

James Pease of Hope is attending
Commercial College, and making his
home meantime with his uncle, Ralph
P. Conant.

Merode hand-tailored underwear, fits the body like a sec
ond akin I .. .. and because it's Knit, is particularly 'healthful 1
It not only allows the body to breathe, but it absorbs perspirationtion—preventing it from clogging the pores.
MERODE keeps the blood circulating, keeps the bodytemperature evert, and benefits the health and the complexion !
And in these days cf straight lines—it provides an ideal
base for smart frocks I

price so you can buy them at

Young Domenico Mazzeo fell from I
a tree Tuesday, breaking his left arm
He was attended by Dr. Wasgatt.

Light weight wool crepes, hair line checks or stripes, soft lustrous
satine, fine quality georgettes with velvet trimming.
. This collection embodies every detail of smartness with clever
p’.eatings, nifty flares, fine stitchings. ..Novelty buttons and lovely belts.
Every frock ls a model of distinction, designed for all occasions.
Misses’ and women's.

SEE OUR CHIFFON VELVETS

Telephone and Mail Orders
Will Receive Prompt
Attention

$14.95 and $25.00

Bring In Your Used Fur
Coat and We Will Give
You Its Trade In Value

We Are Closing Out All Rugs At Cost Or Less
If you are going to need a Rug any time next year it will pay you to buy it now while we are
closing them out.

Special Values in Underwear For This Week
Special for

Special for

Special for

Children

Men

Fine tailored Union Suits Boys’

Random

Fleece Fleeced Union Suita, well

with band finish, built up un|on Suita, ankle length, made, 'a handaoma »uH$
ahoulders, cuff knee. Wool
_
36 to
tint with Rayon stripe, all

89c

98c

Lackawana Sleeping GarSimilar garments to above,
Ladies’ Flannelette Robes, ments, part wool. These
^heavy quality, full cut, col- are similar to Dr. Denton’s. *5ut * 16
heavy suit; 33

Ages 1 to 7—

to 46—

$1.25
PERSONAL

Christmas Gifts

The newest are of antelope (a
suede like calf) or velvet with
big gold or amber frames and
knots. Priced at—

$4.95 and up

Dr. George H. Ingraham has ac
quired the practice of Dr. Mary E.
Reuter, osteopath, and after Friday
of this week will .be located at tiie
former office of Dr. Reuter, 38 Sum
The Veteran Firemen will meet at
mer street, for appointments raid wih
The drama "His Uncle’s Niece” will
occupy the residence.
be given In Rockport Town hall Fri their hall tonight nt 6.30 in uniform,
Dr. Ingraham was born in Char'es day evening, Nov. 4. as a Masonic to attend the benefit picture “Roaring
town, Mass., in 1899, and was cdu-4' benefit. It will be presented by prac Fires” at the Strand. The Associa
cated in the Melrose, Mass., public tically the same cast that gave that tion has an important business meet
schools and Springfield Co'.iegc prior notable minstrel show two years ago ing at 7.30 o'clock Friday evening.
to entering the Kirksville, (Me.)
School of Osteopathy from which in
stiiutlon he graduated in 1923.
While at Kirksville an osteopathic
romance developed between two then
students, the now Dr. Ingraham and
Miss Rachel Spear, daughter cf Mr.
aitd Mrs. Mannasseh Spear of Rockport, one of that town's most attrac
tive and talented young women. The
romance went the way of romances
with the result that Mrs. Ingraham of
today is all but a graduate osteopa
thic physician and assists with the
Teakettles, each ............................................. $1*22
cases of women and children.
Dr Ingraham located In Camden
and will retain his office there'
Preserve Kettles, each........................................
100
though moving to this city. He is a |
member of Caldwell Post, American
Covered
Kettles,
each
........................................
1
-00
Legion of Portland and Is much in
Percolators,
each
.................................................
1
-00
terested in social and athletic activi
ties. The Ingrahams will make a
Sauce Pan Sets, each......................................
1 00
welcome addition to Rockland's
French Friers, each........................................
I-00
younger professional group.

RYTEX STATIONERY
$2.00 per box

November
Linen Sale
Next Week
WATCH
FOR IT!

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE

ALUMINUM SALE

Friday-Saturday, Oct. 28-29

Rummage Sale at the Congrega
tional vestry Friday, Nov. 4, at 9
o’clock.—adv.
129-130
Pleasant Valley Orange is giving
a supper, entertainment and sociul
at their hall, Talbot avenue, Oct 28.
Supper served at 5.30, price 35 cents;
entertainment, adults, 25 cents, chil
dren 10 cents. Music by Harvies'
Harmonies.—adv
127-129.

Water Pails, each ...............................................

1-00

ALL WONDERFUL VALUES AT $1,00 EACH

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

E. B. CROCKER 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

As the train pulled out Monday
; morning enroute to the opening of
I the Carlton Bridge, its engine in
dulged in loud nnd prolonged whist ’ ling. A Rockland mother explained
to her children what the train was :
doing. Said Donald, aged 5, “It's
making noise enough about It."
1 Dolls, aged 7, explained, “It can't
! help that, Donnie. It's so excited.''
The Congregational Sunday School
will hold three parties for its mem
bers this week. The classes taught
by Misses Ruth Peterson, Alice
Hodgkins, Ruth Rogers. May John
ston and Frances Chatto will meet
in the vestry from 4 to 6 o’clock. Fri
day afternoon.
Those taught by
William Kelley, Mrs. Charles Mer
ritt and Willis Ayer will meet Fri
day evening from 7 to 8.36. The
Primary Department will meet Sat
urday afternoon from 3 to 5.

For Friday an.1 Saturday. Sale of
. Chinese decorated brassware, bowls,
boxes and many other useful and
ornamental items, choice 98 cents.
Usually much more.
Crie's Gift
Shop.—adv.

BORN
Blackkigton-sRocttnag. at Britt Maternity
Home. Oct. 3T. tu Mr. ami 'Mrs. diaries W.
Blaeklngton, a son. weight 10 pounds.
IN MEMURIAM

In loving memory or Rufus E. B. Slitbles,
| who died Oct. 27. 1025.
Dearest husband, thou hast left us,

And no words could ever tell
Of the long and lonely hours.
Since you bid ua all farewell.

Hi. Wife and Family.

Eastern-

Why not trade in your old fur
niture as part payment on now.
You know that it is just aa im
portant to have your home fur
nished in style as it is for you to
dress in style. Why endure your
old fashioned, out-of-dats furni
ture ar.y longer when you can uaa
it as part payment for beautiful
new furniture in which the wholo
family will taka pride and oomfort. Como in and see us about
our cttractive trade-in plan.
Successors to V.F.Studloy

283 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Page Four

II /^At Social Functions6"Y£U -will fin<J ■
Q/ it an ideal
beverage
to serve at
bridge parties
receptions
etc: Use

V

SALADA'
LIBERTY
Clifton Leigher visited his parents
Sir. and Mrs. E. A. Leigher. Sunday.
Mr. and Sirs. Harry Edgecomb
wer< guests Sunday of Sir. and Sirs.
R. R. Sukeforth.
Mrs. Lottie Light has returned
home from Stickney's Corner.
Sir. and Mrs. Leslie Savage and
family were visitors Sunday at Mrs.
Nellie Flander’s.
Sir. and Sirs. Frank Cheney of
Chelsea were recent guests at Mrs.
Lottie Light's.
Howard Leigher has returned
home after visiting in Haverhill and
Lowell. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Leigher with
Howard
Leigher
and
Marieta
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WALDOBORO
The Star Club met with Mrs. Os
born® Welt “Wednesday afternoon.
Joseph Jones his been visiting his
son in Newport, N. H.
WIwurna Chapter. O. E. S., was
Inspected Tuesday evening by D. D.
G M. Maude Davis of Boothbay
Harbor. Supper was served at 6.30
o'clock
Following the inspection
Mrs. Rena Crowell, worthy matron
of WIwurna Chapter, presented Mrs.
Davis with a pretty gift, accom
panying it with a few well chosen
words. A pleasing program of mu
sic and readings was given by mem
bers of the local chapter Lake View
and Crescent Chapters were guests
of the evening
The meeting of the Parent-Teach
er Association will be postponed
until Nov. 2. It will take the form of
a social affair and refreshments will
be served.
The sophomore class of the Wal
doboro High School held a Hallow
een party Monday evening. A pleas-'
Ing entertainment was followed by
games. Refreshments were served.
W. F. B. Feyler and Anson Ludwig
served on the grand jury at Wis
casset this week.
Members from
here on the traverse jury are George
Duswald, Charles W. Creamer, Vellls
Weaver and Orrin Black.
The new schedule went into effect
on the M. C. R. R. Monday. The
local time table follows: East bound.
8 35 a. m., 2.29 p. m., 7.13 p. m; Sun
day, 9.12. West bound. 8.30 a. m..
3.05 p. m., 7.04 p. m.; Sunday. 3.06.
Miss Edith Perry Is recovering
from an operation for appendicitis
performed at the State Street Hospi
tal. Portland, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Deymore of
Freeport were in town recently.
A delegation from this town at
tended the opening of the Carlton
bridge Monday.
Mrs. Carrie Hassner and Miss
Frances Hassner spent the weekend
in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Deane have
been at home from Gardiner a few
days.
Dudley Hovey of Malden. Mass.,
has been the guest of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Hovey.
Earle W. Spear, Miss Efllen A.
Smith, Miss Ethel Knowlton, Miss
Annie O. Welt, Mrs. Carrie Perry
and Miss Agnes Creamer are at
tending the Teachers' Convention in
Portland.
Leon Ray Livingston, well known
lecturer, will speak in the Baptist
church, Friday evening. Mr. Living
ston is known as the Ace of Tramps
famous in the tramp language as
A No. 1, and also as the Rambler.
He has the record of travelling 520.000 miles at a total cost of $7.61. He
will lecture on the experiences of
his own life and adventures all over
the universe. After 31 years spent
as a tramp, travelling to all parts of
the globe, Mr Livingston now
votes most of his time to missionary
work. He has the reputation of
keeping his audience spellbound
from the starting point to the finish
of his lecture, so filled is it with
pathos and human Interest. No ad
mission will be charged.

NORTH WASHINGTON

Leigher were business callers in
Augusta Saturday.
Sir. and Sirs. Harry Boyd have
moved to Newcastle.
Sirs. Clara Turiwr and son Wil
fred were guests Tuesday of Sirs.
Inez Leigher.
Sirs. Nellie Tibbelts visited her
sister Mrs. Arthur Overlook recently.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

PLUMBING. HEATING
Wfi Pleasant Street,

• RAZORVILLE
Sirs. Edith Overlock who has been
in Union for several days, includ
ing three days of Chautauqua, re
turned home Sunday.
Cyrus Jones was in Union Satur
day for dental aid having several
teeth extracted.
Fond-du-lac Chapter, O. E. S.. was
invited to meet with Ivy Chapter at
Warren Friday evening and respond
ed with fifteen members present.
John L. Howard and family of
Union were Sunday visitors here.
Sirs. Clara Clark visited Sunday
with her daughter Sirs. Sidney
Humes.
Sirs. llda Russell attended Ivy
Chapter. Q. E. S.. inspection at War
ren Friday.
Mrs. Waterman of Fall River.
Mass., visited her husband her® last
week.
Sir. Waterman Is superin
tendent of the mill on Savage Clark
lots.
Bernard Dunbar who was injured
In an auto accident recently has re
turned from Augusta hospital much
improved.

Rockland

Telephone 244- W

A hunting party consisting of
Maurice Lenfest, SI. W. Lenfest, W.
A. Palmer and F. W. Cunningham,
returned Saturday from Aroostook
county each having a fine deer.
Rex Prescott with two friends
from Liberty returned Thursday
from a short hunting trip in Aroos
took county with a deer each. Mr.
Prescott secured a large S-point
buck.
Sliss Cora Gates of Roxbury.
Mass., returned Monday from a visit
to her friend. Sirs. SI. W. Lenfest.
Slauric® Lenfest and friends re
turned to their homes in Wakefield,
Mass., Slonday after a week's visit
at his old home here.
Bill Palmer was presented with a
high class fox terrier pup last week
by friends of Massachusetts.

STUDEBAKER
COMMANDERS
FT":Stock cars,
ll

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, October 27, 1927.

fully equipped, and run under the ro
pervUlon of the American Automobile Association

Break 11 more records
1000 MILES

24 HOURS

at 75.365 miles per hour

at 75.623 mile* per hour
(also 1, 3,6 ami 12 I

(also S-urfla, 10-ntfW, JO-mll*, XM-mila and
ftt-mlb rtcordi)

WO Commander roadsters were started at the Atlantic City Speedway
October 6, 1927, under supervision of the American Automobile
Association. Not one, but both of them, established new stock car records
for 1000 miles, for 12 hours and for 24 hours. Neither of them required
any mechanical attention during the entire run. After finishing the 24*
hour grind the winning Commander spurted 15 miles at 82.62 miles an hour.

T

The Commander now holds all stock car records for periods up to 24
hours and distances up to 1000 miles.

Other Speed and Endurance Records
Set by The Commander This Year
5000 mile* In less than 5000 consecutive minute*
—April, Culver City, Calif., under A. A. A. supervision.
New York Harbor to San Francisco Bay, 77
hours and 40 minutea—new coast to coast record
•et in September.
First and .econd place. In 75-mile stock car race
at Atlantic City under A. A. A. supervision on
Labor Day
First, second and third places In 75-mlle race
for stock cars listing below $2000—Charlotte,
N. C., September 20th, certified by A. A. A.
. mi. n
i
i
j
Climbed Pike, Peak in 22 minutes, 47 ceconda
—new record tor stock cart priced below $3000.
Supervised and certified to by A. A. A.
The Studebaker Commander, “greatest achievement of post-war automotive engineering,” is the
creation of the finest research and engineering
organization ever assembled by one company.
T»
r,
, , ,
.
.
.
D. Li. Roos, chief engineer, and W. S. James,

research engineer, have not only splendid new
laboratories and a million-dollar proving ground
to work with, but also staffs of experts In every
Phase of automotive design,

Studebaker cars are engineered, built and
broken in to run 40 miles an hour from the day
you buy them.
And with ordinary gasoline they will excel the
performance which other makes attain only by
thf u“ of. hlgh-compresalon engine, and high,
pr’ce ue •
....
Let us loan you a Commander—America e
champion motor car—to tell you its own story of
thriUing performance and luxurious comfort.
w
_ _

NCW LOW PnCM
The Dictator...................................... $1165 to $1299
The Commander.......................................... 1495 to1625
The President................................................ 1795 to2250
Erskine Six........................................ 895 to
965

AU grictt I. o.b. factory, including front and nar
bumper, and 4-wheel broket.

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
BURGESS A LINNEKIN

Tel. 700

Park and Union Streets

Rockland, Maine

STUDEBAKER
THE

GREAT

INDEPENDENT

Your

rotection
Insure yourself the comfort of
clean, safe and dependable heat
from your oil burner this season.
Socony Furnace Oil is available
for prompt delivery and its use
banishes heating worries for the
winter.

Write or telephone for full particu
lars regarding price, delivery, etc.

SOCONY FURNACE OIL
STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
31 St. James Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Telephone Hancock 6000

PLEASANT POINT
Among the visitors at F. A. Flin
tons recently jtfore Mrs. NancyRogers and daughter of Portland and
Mrs. Elmus Morse and daughter of
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Dwyer of Mar
tinsville and Mr. and Mrs. Holbrook
of Tenants Harbor were at F. S.
Stone's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson J. Wallace of
Middleboro, Mass., and Mrs. M. F.
Albee and son of Brockton. Mass.,
were visitors Monday at A. W. Ma
loney’s.
Miss Anna Cummings and Miss
Grace Cummings who have been
spending their vacation with Mrs.
Laura Littlefield at her summer
home here left Friday for their
home In Washington. D. C.
Charles Gould and sisters Miss
Bertha Gould and Miss Marion
Gould who have been spending the
summer at Gull Rock cottage, left
Surday for a visit among friends In
Bucksport, and from there will go to'
their home in Somerville, Mass., for
the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Gilchrest and
Mr. and Mrs. James Ray of St.
George were at A. W. Maloney's
Sunday, Mrs. Gilchrest remaining
for a few days’ visit.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Meyer and
children returned to their home In
Quincy, Mass., Friday after a two
weeks’ vacation which they spent ort
Gay’s Island.
O W. Creamer and family of
Thomaston spent Sunday with their
pa- ents.
Among the out of town visitors at
the Pleasant Point Improvement
Society Friday evening were Capt.
and Mrs. Walter Davis of Monhegan,
Fred Young and George Cook of
Friendship,
Mark
Gilchrest
of
Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs. Don
ald Flinchbaugh and sons of Newton
Upper Falls, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney and
Miss Enid Maloney of Port Clyde
spent Sunday with his parents.
H. L. Norwood of Warren was in
this place on business last week.
Byron Coombs has had his build
ings painted.
t
Willie Wood of Weeks Mills spent
the weekend with Ferdinand Morse.
Mrs. Fannie Morse has received
t'he sad news of the death of her
brother. John Dwyer of Hyannis,
Mass.
This correspondent called on Mr.
and Mrs. Elliot Pryor in Friendship
Sunday. Mr. Pryor who is 86 years
of age goes clamming every day for
the factory, and can dig more than
many of the young men. Mrs. Pryor
Is 76 and does all of her housework.
They both enjoy having company,
and are as young as any of them.
Knox Pomona Grange met with
Acorn Grange for an all day session
Oct. 15. There was a large number
present and a good time was en
joyed.
Mr. Glldden of Waldoboro was in
this place Monday on business.
Ca.pt. J. O. Chadwick and L.
W. Chadwick motored to Bucksport
Surday.
The lobster stew which was adveitised to be served in the school
house Oct. 14 by members of the
Pleasant Point Improvement Society
brought out a large gathering, and
after all expenses had been paid
there was a balance of $31.15 to add
to the road fund.
Last Friday evening was another
big event for the Pleasant Point Im
provement Society, there being a
large attendance and a most pleas
ing program. W. S. Demuth and
Henry Teel each played the violin
with Miss Arietta Maloney at the

WARREN
W. E. Moore returned the last of
the week from a short vacation trip
to Northern Maine.
Mrs. Lewis Fiske and son Merrill
returned -Sunday from Rockland.
The ladles of the Congregational 1
Church circle are serving their an- ,
nual harvest supper to the public |
this Thursday evening in the form of 1
New England boiled dinner.
I
Judson Benner is repairing the I
buildings of his recently acquired j
property on Main street.
The Rebekahs will hold their an
nual fair Thursday Dec. 1. afternoon
and evening.
There will be the
usual display of useful articles on
sale and in the et^nlng an “all star"
cast will present the popular drama
'The Awakening of Maine." Supper
is to be served from 6 to 7.30. Doors
will open at 2 o’clock and the
Rebekahs will welcome all who may
attend.
The monthly Rebekah supper will
be held Friday evening at 6.30
o'clock. Clam chowder will be on
the menu.
Rev. and Mrs. G. H. Hamlin of
Lewiston were dinner guests of Rev.
and Mrs. H. M. Purrington Tuesday.
Dr. Hamlin Is one of the Baptist
State secretaries.
Rev. H. M. Purrington of the Bap
tist church will speak Sunday morn
ing on the subject. “Far Off or
Near." The topic for the evening
will be "The Shepherd and His
Sheep.”
A song service for all.
There will be special music.
Friday evening the World ,Wlde
Guild of the Baptist Church will en
tertain members of that society from
tlie Thomaston Church in the Mont
gomery rooms.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Teague were
guests in Camden over the weekend.
The whole world knows Aspirin as an effective antidote for
Mrs. llda Russell and grandchil
pain. But it’s just as important to know that there is or.ly one
dren have returned from a summer's
genuine Bayer Aspirin. The name Bavcr is on every tablet, and
sojourn in Razorville.
Friday evening witnessed a large
on the box. If it says Baver, it’s genuine; and if it doesn't, it is
gathering at Masonic Hall of East
not! Headaches are dispelled by Bayer Aspirin. So are colds,
ern Star members when they came
and the.pain that goes with them; even neuralgia, neuritis, and
together for the annual Inspection
rheumatism promptly relieved. Get Bayer—at any drugstore—
of Ivy Chapter. Preceding the in
spection the banquet hall was taxed
with proven directions.
to the limit by visitors, who enjoyed
one of Warren’s famous suppers.
The Inspecting officer was Mrs^ Flor
ence H. Gardner. Ivy Chapter, a.s
wel. as Grace Chapter of Thomaston
of which Mrs. Gardner is a member,
Aspirin Is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
,.<• <”
felt justly proud of the splendid
manner of Mrs. Gardner's inspection.
Visitors came from Fon-du-lac Chap
and
Messrs.
Demuth
and
Teel
played
organ. Mack Gilchrest of Thomas
ter of Washington. Grace of Thom
violins.
Refreshments
were
served
ton delighted the audience with his
aston. Orient of Union and Golden
recitations. George Cazallis was on by the hostess and a most enjoyable Rod of Rockland.
evening
was
passed.
Out
of
town
hand to take up the usual contribu
Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Purrington
guests were Mr. and Mrs. James were called to Turner Monday to at
tion and received $9.49.
Dunn
and
James
Dunn.
Jr.,
of
Pep
Mrs. Percy Moody and children of
tend funeral services for a former
Henry Teel, Port
Waldoboro have returned home after perell. .Mass:
parishioner.
a week’s visit with her parents, Mr. Clyde; Emerson Perkins. Warren;
Peicy
Moody.
Waldoboro:
Misses
and Mrs. D. L. Maloney.
Dr. Jack Tibbetts of Rockland Corinne and Arietta Maloney, Thom with friends and relatives in Farm
ington, N. H.
spent the weekend at R. L. Shu aston.
There will be no school until next
mans.
Monday on account of the Teachers’
Alfred Orne has gone to Florida
CLARK ISLAND
Convention in Portland.
where he has a position on
yacht
Mrs. W. J. Caven and Mrs. Frank
for the winter.
Mrs. Robert Hockins has gone to
Capt. George Cazallis made a Attleboro, Mass., to spend the winter Johnson have gone to Quincy, Mass.
business trip to Monhegan Monday. with her daughter Mrs. Frank Fuller
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Maloney en and family.
Under the laws of this country a
tertained a party of friends at their
Mr. and Mrs. William Harrison and man is innocent until he is proved
home Saturday evening. Miss Ar daughter Hazel have returned to guilty. Then he is usually insane.—
ietta Maloney presided at the piano their home after spending a few days Dallas News.

\
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Demand

Physicians prescribe Bayer Aspirin;
it does NOT affect the heart

Behind that cardial welcome to the
unexpected guests--a well*stoched pantry.
1,'"

There's a report that Jack Frost
and Ol’ Man Winter are headed
for this town.

Order coal from us

and greet them with the tune ‘‘IT’S
GOING TO BE A HOT TIME IN

THE OLD TOWN TONIGHT."

Independent Coal Co.
TEL. 290

ROCKLAND

BOSTON
by Steamer
Tuesday*, Thursday*, Saturday*
Leave Rockland 8 P. M.
Due Boston 7 A. M.

To BANGOR
Via Camden, Belfast, Bucksport and
Winterport
Leave Rockland 5 A. M. ,
Due Bangor 10 A. M.

To BAR HARBOR
Blue HiU
Tuesdaya, Thuredayt, Saturdays
Leave 5 A. M., calling at way land
ings. Due Bar Harbor and Blue Hill
11 A. M.
Connections at Boston with Steamer
to New York
Reduced fare* on automobile*

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP LINES

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland for
Augusta, f7.45 a. tn, f2.2O p. m., 12 30 p. m..
tB.25 p. m.
Bangor, f7.45 a. m., t2.20 p. m., 12.30 p. tn.,
16.25 p. m.
. „
Boston, 17.45 a. m., 12.20 p. m., |2.30 p. m.,
10.25 p. m.
.__
Brunswick, t7.45a. m., 12.20 p.m., 12.30 p.m.,
Lewiston, 17.45 a. nt., 12.20 p. tn.
New York, 12.20 p m„ 12 3Q.p. m.
Portland, 17.45 a. m . 12.20 p. m ,
16.25 p. tn.
Waterville, 17.45 a. m., t2.2O p. m .
wiiol Jk$>7.<5 a. tn., f2.20 p. m..
.25 p. tn.
Daily, except Sunday.

12.30 p. m.,
12.30 p.m..

|2.30 p. m..
12.30 p. tn.,

r Vinalhaven & Rockland
f Sunday only.

Steamboat Co.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
IN HTBCT OCT. 22, 1927
DAILY. flT’NDAY-S KXCBPTBD

VINALHAVEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30; Vinal
haven 8.30, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.43.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
Vinalhaven 2.43, North Haven at 3.43, Ston
ington at 5.00; due to arrive at Swan’s Island
about 6.30 P. M.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.

I
DON’T ASK US
ZT'y 3 ^HY place yourself in the embarrassing position of having ’’not a thing in the houae”,
ML/ when friends drop in on you without a moment’s notice?
Your hospitable invitation to remain can be extended with far greater pleasure if you
know that you can fall back on your well-stocked pantry for anything from a tasty light
lunch to a good, hearty dinner.
And the enjoyment of your guests will be greatly increased, too, if they realize that
your invitation is not made at the expense of a hurry-up, back-door errand to the nearest
grocery store.
To help you stock up your pantry and make it worth your while to do it this week, we
are offering a selected line of choice canned foods at exceptionally low prices.

STOCK UP YOUR PANTRY TODAY!

Fancy Crab Meat can
J CANS FOR 89c

-J W

Tuna Fish

can 1 Qr

Fancy Shrimp

can J9C

J CANS FOR ffc

J CANS FOR: f«c

Fancy Lobster

-L S V

can

45c

)

Fancy Sweet Peas can 17~
J CANS FOR Wc
1IL
Fancy Maine Corn can 1
} CANS FOR 4M
1JU
Key Brand Tomatoes 1 fV
1 CANS FOR
1W
STRINGLESS

ASK ANYONE !

DOWNYFLAKE
Doughnuts Are Beet
••••

TRAINER’S
Foot of 8pring St.

Rockland
80-tf

NO ONE NEED DEPRIVE
Themtelve* of Thi* Service For
Thi* Service I* To Meet Any
Financial Need

19.

Cut Beans
2 cans 25C
~ _t
Smcked Sardines 2cansZ5C Fancy Asparagus Tips 29c
Fancy Sliced Peaches, No 1 tall can 15c 2 for 29c
Fancy Pineapple, broken slices
20c 3 for 59c
NORWEGIAN

lcane

17n

fOven Baked Beans
FR KNCO. AMERICAN

LARGE CAN 1 I U
_

L lO,

^Spaghetti
3 cans
Libby’s Corned Beef 23c
fChicken for Salad
LARGE JART'^ZV

|Luncheon Tongue

fPure Preserves

27c'
IN-B-C Saltines
LARGE PACKAGE 15c
LB. JAR

Dill Pickles Qt-jar
Stuffed Olives

33c

Tic.

*JL
rape Juice QtBot<35c
MEDIUM BOTTLE

.. .UTE ROCK

UNDERWOOD’S

iDeviled Ham 1 *e- can

31c

Cemetery Memorial*
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

lb39C
I/2 lb- pkg- 30c

WEEK OF OCTOBER 24th TO 29th

UALITV
<02 MAOj STREET
io CAMDEN STREET
Warren, Camden, Waldoboro
PfArt Sloret Throughout Ntv England

T# sf /V

FREDS. MARCH

Ginger Ale 3 bottles 45c

Rex Coffee ,
“THE BEST”
Nanki Teas, all varieties % lb- pkg- 15c,

A-

Real Eitate
Peroonal Property
Loan* Privately
2—Office*—2
Office Hour*: 9 A. M. to 540 P. M.
Lawful Rate of Intoroat

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 thi* firm ha*
faithfully aorved tha fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tol. Day 460; Night, 711-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Kov. A. G. Henderson will preach on
VINALHAVEN
the subject "The Everlasting Why,”
Samuel Jones who has heen at
Knox
Hospital, returned Monday and in the evening "Take A Chance,"
with special anthems by the choir.
and Is now convalescing at his home.
At Union ChurchSunday morning i80108 «"«’
wl» a’80 be

Budweiser
Real Hop Malt Syrup
Send for booklet of recipes
for candy-making and baking

Buy from
your neighborhood
dealer

Strictly
Union
Made

ted,Graded,Malted,Blended
even packed and labeled
by ANHEUSER-BUSCH
Budweiser Real Hop Malt Syrup is a better malt
syrup because of what goes into it and the care
with which it is made.

Not only do we pay an extra price for the right
to take first choice of the finest hops and barleys
grown in America and abroad...
But sort, clean and grade the barleys in a plant
built especially for that purpose... do all our own
malting in our own huge malting houses...even
fill the cans and label them in our own plants at
St. Louis.... And then back each can with a name
that has meant top quality the world over for
more than 70 years.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
ROCKLAND PRODUCE CO.
Rockland, Me.

Dittributort

SM-M

fEEL WONDERFUL'-Foodthat
“Stands By” You

Quick
Quaker
Oats

»■

Protein, carbohydrates, laxative “bulk”
and vitamines, plus toasty, creamy de
liciousness. Cooks in 2Vfe to 5 minutes!

selections by the mixed quartet: H.
L. Coombs, tenor, Margaret Hender
son, soprano, Blanch Hamilton, con
tralto and G, C. Lane, bass,
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Flfleld enter
tained a parly of 27 at Bastholm
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mills re
turned Monday from Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddocks and
little daughter Patricia, left Mon
day for a trip to Bluehill before returnnlg to their home In Boston.
Mrs. Charles Chilles has returned
to Portland having been 4n town
overnight. She reports Mr. Chilles
as gaining.
Several Sir Knights of De Valois
Commandery, K. T. left yesterday
for Rockland to attend tlie school of
instruction and work of Claremont
Commandery.
Mrs. William Chilles and son John
who have been spending the week in
Portland returned Monday.
Joseph Leopold of New York has
heen In town this week.
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs has returned
firm an auto trip through Maine
and she also attended Rebekah As
sembly at Portland.
Mrs. L. R. Smith left Wednesday
for a visit with her sister Mrs.
James Wareham at Augusta.
En
route she will visit friends in Port
land.
William Benner has moved his
house from Green's Island to Vinal
haven and onto a lot near the steam
boat wharf.
The ladies of the G A. R. will be
inspected Friday night by District
President Annie Bowden of Camden
wind and weather permitting A six
o’clock supper will be served.
Union Church circle will hold the
usual supper at the vestry tonight at
5 30 o’clock.

ROCKPORT
Mrs. R. E. Wadsworth of Hope
was the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Minnie Piper Monday.
An invitation is extended to Har
bor Light Chapter, O. E. S., to at
tend the installation of officers of
St. Paul’s Lodge, A. F. & A. M„
Monday evening.
Mrs. A. B. Stevenson, Jr., was In
Augusta Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Sjogren who
have been guests of her parents, Mr.
ar.d Mrs. Edgar Smith left Monday
for their home in INorwell. Mass
They will return later in the week.
Mrs. Frank E. Post of Rockland
was the guest of Mrs. Delora Morrill
Tuesday.
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey en
tertained 22 relatives and friends
Monday evening at their home in
honor of the fiftieth wedding anni
versary of Mrs. Torrey's mother.
Mrs. Cacildia Cain. Those present
were Misses Ida and Etta Caln. Mr.
and Mrs. Irving Cain and son Rob
ert. Mrs. Herbert Coates. Dr. and
Mrs C. W. Steward and daughter,
Alice, Mrs, Blanche Ellsworth, Rev.
ar.d Mrs. B. H Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Carlton Davis, Mrs. Nellie
Kent, Mrs. W. L. Clark, Mrs. Laura
Leach of Rockland, Mrs. Ida Upham,
Miss Geinena Raffa of Camden.
A
delicious buffet luncheon was served.
Mrs Torrey was assisted In serving
by Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth and Mrs.
Nellie Kent.
Mrs. Caln received
many gifts. among them several
bouquets of beautiful flowers. Cong.afftratlnns and beSC wishes bf”her
many friends were extended.
Mr. and Mrs. Grinnell who have
been occupying what is known as
the Silas Hall house now owned by
William A. Luce of Boston left Tues
day for Washington and later will
go to Boston for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Viles of
Anson were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. G. R. Viles.
Mrs. Lizzie Mason who has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
H. Piper left Wednesday to visit
relatives in Rockland before return
ing to her home in Somerville, Mass.
Joseph F. Shephe/d of Winthrop,
Mass., was the recent guest of his
mother and sister Mrs. Ellen Shep
herd and Miss Minnie Shepherd.
An invitation has been extended to
Harbor Light Chapter, O. E. B„ to
meet
with Golden Rod Chapter,
Rockland, at their regular meeting
Friday evening.
Slipper will be
served at 6.30.
Mrs. Eva Seavey of West Medford,
Mass., was the guest of Mrs. Delora
Morrill Monday and Tuesday of this
week.

a SUPER.

Wall Boanf
miAcI km of lumber hr
101 handif economical com,

2j%THlCaR-STlFTO-STR0NCa

JUMBO

BEAVER
.BOABD
ro IUP AK IT

Shu

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
453 Man Street

Tel. 14

Rockland, Me.

FOR SALE
WILLIAM R. PHILLIPS RESIDENCE
37 KNOX STREET, THOMASTON, MAINE
Houie thoroughly modern and in perfect repair. Hardwood floors.
Hot water heat. New automatic oil burner, in furnace, with 1000 gal*
Ion tank. Electric hot water heater and range connectioni. Chamber
lain Metal weather strips on every opening. Copper screens through
out. Fitted and painted banking boards. Brass plumbing.
Lot 100 fast on Knox street, 37S feet on Caroline street. Barn garage.
Garden. Modern Chicken Houses and yard.

►w

ONE PORTABLE STEAM SAW MILL, capacity about 20,000 per day.
One Edgar. Two Wood Lott 25-60 acres in the town of Washington,
Maine.
W

For further information toe CAPT. JOHN BROWN, Gleason St.,
Thomaston, Maine.
127-132

Get what you’re

A SLUGGING BEE

Ia What Tomorrow Night’s
Boxing Exhibition May
Develop Into.

Pleasant Relief
From Constipation
Symptoms: No appetite,
headaches, biliousness,
bad breath, coated
tongue, insomnia — all
point to constipation.

Dr.TruesElixir
The True Family Laxative
will rid your system of Im
purities and banish consti
pation.
**1 always find relief from
constipation when I use your
Elixir.' C. A. B. (Worcester).

Success/uiiy used since IS51
Family else 11.M; other tisss Wc A Me.

GLENMERE
Mr. and Mrs. Kelty with friends
from Milton, Mass., were at their
cottage for a week recently.
Lawrence McLellan has been quite
sick but Is somewhat better at
present.
Mr. Johnson has moved his family
away where he has employment.
Mrs. Elsie Giles and Mrs. Irene
Bond have closed their homes and
returned to Massachusetts for the
winter.
Miss Rosa E. Teele has returned
to Thomaston after two weeks at her
home here
The next tewing circle meets with
Mrs. Charles H. Wiley, Nov. 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Willard were
dinner guests of Walter Barter Sun
day
The ordinance of baptism was
conducted by the pastor, Rev. L. E.
Packard at the shore of Mr. Cook
Oct. 16. The candidates were Mrs.
Eugene Smith and Mrs. Fred Hooper
and the hand of fellowship was ex
tended after the evening service at
the church.

EAST UNION
Mrs. John Whalen and aon Edwin
were Sunday visitors with
Mrs
Whalen’s mother Mre. Clara Snow.
Mrs. Roland Payson Is visiting
her sister Mrs. Frances Thomas In
Camden for a few days.
Lloyd Brown and George Simmons
have returned from a hunting trip,
each bringing home a deer.

A real slugging bee is carded for
Arcade tomorrow night, where the
Elks stage their charity boxing show,
for they have two of the hardest hit
ting young featherweights ever seen
In this part of Maine slated for the
main bout, which features Young
Willson, local idol, and Joey Ross of
Lynn, a real puncher, and a real
battler.
fiVilson who has been knocking
them "all kicking” of late, will meet
the acid test of his short but sensa
tional ring career, when lie climbs
through the ropes and faces Ross, for
the latter, like Wilson, Is a sturdy
built and depends mostly upon his
wallop to win for him.
Ross has made quite a record for
himself. He has knocked out seven
of the last nine opponents that have
faced him. Only last week in Port
land he knocked out Johnny Troy of
Boston in three rounds. His other
knockout victims are Jimmy Ander
son, who is well known here on ac
count of his battles with Bud Fisher;
and who lasted four rounds with
Ross.
Jackie banders lasted one
round, Joe Tapoll four, Tony Maggio
three. Pal Ray two and Tommy Lee
two.
From Ross's past record, it looks
like Wilson will have his hands full,
but he has a great chance of winning
from anyone on account of his hard
punching. Ross hits about as hard
and it is not likely that this battle
will go the limit, but anyway it is
sure to be one of the most sensational
battles ever seen here.
Battling Maloney will lock horns
with K. O. Mozzlnl In the semi-final.
K. O. is from the cement plant and
has the whole works behind him,
while Maloney is in great shape and
all the sports at the Keag are willing
to wager their bank rolls that he
beats the cement maker. iDon't miss
this one.
Jimmy Leonard, also from the ce
ment plant, will take on Jimmy Law
rence of Wakefield.
These boys
weigh 115 pounds each and can go
fast.
Sukeforth. who- made such a
good hit at the last show will tackle
Young Wall from The Point and It |
would not surprise any one if this
was the feature bout. Wall Is tough I
and a good hitter and Sukeforth will
make any boy travel to beat him.
*

INFLUENZA
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As s preventive,
prsventh malt and
inhale night and
and morning—

entitled to v - - $1 QQ5
Chrysler “62” Features
of Performance, Quality
and Long Life—

"k

(

I

1. Six-Cylinder Engine, 54 Horsepower
2. 7-bearing Crankshaft, with inter*
changeable shimless bearings
3. 62 and more exceptional Milessn Hour
4. Typical Chrysler Acceleration
5. Impulse Neutralizer
6. Webbed Crankcase Construction
7. Ventilated Crankcsse
8. Invar Steel Strut Pistons
9. Special Engine Manifolding
10. ExcluslveType of Cylinder Head and
Combustion Chamber
11. Silchrome Valves
12. Oil Filter
13. Air Cleaner
14. Thermostatic Heat Control
15. Manifold Heat Control.
16. Cellular Type Radiator
17. Full Pressure Oiling System
18. Rubber Engine Mountings
19. 18-inch-Base Road Wheels
20. Balanced Front Wheels
21. Pivotal Steering
22. 4-wbeel Hydraulic Brakes
23. High Carbon Steel Springs
24. Specially-designed Rear Axle tor
Balloon Tires
25. Leveilzers on Front and Rear Springs
26. Indirectly Lighted Instrument Panel
27. Fedco Theft-proof Numbering System
28. Electric Gasoline Gauge
29. Headlamp Control on Steering Wheel
30. Narrow Comer Pillars
31. Adjustable Steering Wheel
32. Cadet Visor
33. Saddle Spring Seat Cushions
34. Fine Figured Mohair Upholstery
35. Rigid Type Curtains on Touring Car
36. Adjustable Front Seat In Touring Car
37. Low Center of Gravity
38. Double Beaded Body Construction
39. Chrysler Smartness of'Line
40. Attractive Color Combinations In
Great Variety

>
Great New Chrysler “62” at >1095 gives
you more in performance, beauty, com
fort, safety and long life than cars of
other makes costing many hundreds of

dollars more.

Through Standardized Quality Chrysler
engineering offers you in the “62” a
combination of fine-car features, which
previously cost several hundred dollars
more even in a Chrysler and which are
still not available in any other make un
less you pay very much more than >1095.

See the Great New Chrysler “62.” Ride
in it. Test it in any way you choose.
You will then readily understand the
reason for its most sensational public

preference.
»

*

Mr. and Mrs. Earl H. Barter and
daughter Ruth have returned from
Lynn where they have been spend
ing a few days.
While there Mr
Barter. Ruth Barter and Eugene
Burnham attended the auto race at
Rockingham, Salem. N. H.
Mr
Rttrnham returned with them for a
few days' visit.
Capt. and Mrs. Larkin and son
Rocco of Port Clyde have been vis
itlng Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Barter.
|
Mrs. Lew Pease of Martinsville
j and Mrs. Madeline Pease of Port
! Clyde were the guests of Mrs. Erroll Wiley Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Richards and
daughter Beulah of Rockland and
George Hall of Camden were guests
of Dodge Hall Sunday.
Mrs. 'Ada Gardner of Rockland
spent the day at the Delta Alpha as
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Allan Conary.
,
Mrs. Rose Hall of Elmore visited
her sister Mrs. Benjamin Pooley
Friday.
Charles Taylor has sold two of his
cows to parties In Knox.

see

••Red-Head" High-Compression Engine — specially
designed for rue with high-comprestion gas. Is standard
equipment on the Roadster and is availabie at slight
extra cost on aH other models.

CHRYSLER 62
George M. Simmons

Telephone 4-W

VAPORUB

Omr 21 WtBIre Jot UrndFsor^

An honest cigarette honestly
advertised
Delightful tobaccos, the cboic-

est grown,

Blended with skill

and care.

Sold without bunk

of any kind, and it leads the

world by billions.

HOPE
Miss Simmons will meet the la
dies of the Farm Bureau In the
Grange hall Nov. 2 and give Instruc
tions in stencil work. A dinner will
be served at noon.
Mrs. Addie Bills of Camden was
In town Saturday greeting friends
and neighbors. She left Monday for
Massachusetts to spend the winter
with her daughter, Mrs. Charles
Lincoln and family.
F. F. Payson is visiting friends In
Abington and other Massachusetts
points.
Miss Emma Clough of Bar Harbor
and Medford Hillside. Mass., is vis
iting her cousin. Mrs. T. B. Noyes.
F. 8. Philbrick of Rockland enter
ta'ned the Hope grange audience
Saturday evening with an account of
his recent visit to Michigan.
Ada Ripley of Camden visited Cor
ner friends over the weekend.
fW. F. Bartlett was among the re
cent visitors to Topsham fair.
Friends and neighbors are hoping
for good news and the recovery of
John Wright who is ill.
Miss Helen Hobbs and a party of
friends from Waterville were In
town Sunday,

<-

New “62” Prices—Touring Car, $1095; Busmen
, $1125; 2-door Sedan, $1145; Roadster (with
remote teat}, $1175; Coupe (with rumbleseat). $1245;
4-door Sedan, $1245; Landau Sedan, $1295; /. o. b.
Detroit, subject to current Federal excite lax. Chrysler
dealers arc in a position to extend the convenience of time
payments.

23 Tillson Avenue
.

»
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TENANT’S HARBOR

ro v

Page Five

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, October 27, 1927.

Tver.' O'.Her-Day

If all cigarettes were as good as Camel
you wouldn’t hear anything about
special treatments to make cigarettes
good for the throat. Nothing takes the
place of choice tobaccos.

Every-Othe'r-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, October 27, 1927
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FRED S. RHODES

THOMASTON

KNIGHTED HIS SON

1

MOVIET

Mr. and Mrs. !"'red Green of Watertown, Mass., have spent a few days Glencove Boy Who Won | Interesting Feature of Notawith Mrs. Green's mother, Mrs. Fred
Redmnn. Mr. Green represented the
ble Commandery Event
Success In Various Walks
Boston Transcript at the opening of
PARK THEATRE
'V
of Life.
Last Night.
the Carlton bridge. He was also
In “A Gentleman of Paris" which
under instruction to write up the
Tlie death of Fred Sawyer Rhodes.
Claremont Commandery. No. 9. K. comes Thursday and Friday, Adolphe
Lawrence Cement Co.'s plant.
72.
Sunday
morning,
following
se

T.,
was inspected last night by one ot Menjou is said to have one of the
Miss Gladys Doherty and Mrs. Leila
greatest roles of his career from the
Smalley entertained at the home of vere heart attacks during yie past its own members. Edward K. Gould,
dual standpoint of entertainment and
the former two tallies of auction year, while not unexpected, occa who enjoys the distinction of being
artistic expression. Menjou is cast
Tuesday evening in honor of Mrs. sioned sorrow throughout a wide grand commander of the Grand Com
as a gav philander of Paris. He is
Margaret Lakeman of Bridgeport, circle. Mr. Rhodes was born April mandery of Maine. The event fol
engaged to he married, but the match
Conn. Luncheon was served, and 23. 1855, at what is now Glen lowed a school of instruction, con
is one of those European arranged
Halloween decorations and favors Cove, then in the town of Camden, ducted by Grand Military Instructor
affairs and thg Idea has not stimu
were in evidence. Mrs. Lucy .Wilson in the house now occupied by Mrs. Frank E. Southard of Augusta, and
lated his Interest to any great extent.
was awarded first prize and Miss Mary E. Hall. He was the oldest which was attended by 15 ritu&l offi
Suddenly he sees his prospective
Helen Studley 'the consolation. The sou of George J. and Mary A. (Hall) cers. representing the Rockland, Cam
bride in a new light and finds him
guest of honor prize was a scarf. Rhodes and in early life followed the den and Vinalhaven Commanderies. self ecstatically and rapturously in
Those present were Miss Margaret sea, os most young men in this vicin Five such schools are being held in
love. He starts to wind up his “af
McDonnid. Mrs. Margaret Lakeman. ity were accustomed to dp in those the State this fall.
fairs” in anticipation of the im
Miss Helen Studley, Miss Mabelle days. He was first mate of the three
Between the school period and in pending marriage. All of said "af
Brown, Mrs. Lucy Wilson, Mrs. masted schooner Aldana Rokes of spection was an intermission market! fairs" but Henriette are disposed of
which the late Capt. Gideon Rhodes
Emma Young and the hostesses.
by two interesting events, the first painlessly and gracefully. He goes
Mrs. L. H. Dunn and Miss Hattie was master.
being the parade w^ich escorted the to call on Henriette to say good-bye
He was married April 23. 1879. to
Dunn entertained the Sewing Club
grand commander and his suite from and behind a curtain in her dress
Wednesday.
Picnic supper
was Charlotte, daughter of Robert F. and Hotel Rockland to Masonic Temple, making shop he espies a man's feet
served.
and the second the roast beef supper sticking out. He pulls aside the cur
The collision of two automobiles at
furnished by the Eastern Star. The tain, revealing Joseph, his own ef
Walker's Corner resulted in the over
Roekland Band did escort duty.
ficient valet, who announces himself
turning of a Chevrolet containing two
It is doubtful If any other Com as Henriette’s husband. Menjou is
men and a woman of Wlarren. One
mandery occasion in this city has thunderstruck. Joseph is even more
Xo mother in this enlightened agei from a single doubtful drug. Physiman had an arm broken and the
ever been attended by such a dis so. The shadow of tragedy hovers would give her baby something shejcians tell parents to get Fletcher’s
woman was badly cut in the head
as
Menjou
tries
to
laugh
off
the
mat

tinguished group of Knights Templar.
did not know was perfectly harmless Castorit, and no child of this writer’s
Their wounds were dressed by Dr
In Commander Gould's suite were Dr. ter. and failing in that, proffers his
and reliable, especially when a few is going to test any other kind. I’ll
Keller. The occupants of the other
check
book
to
pay
off.
—
adv.
Wallace X. Price, Gardiner, grand
drops of plain Castoria will right a save a dime some other way.
machine did not stop to ascertain the
generalissimo: Walter P. Ordway,
•SPECIAL iXOTE: With every bot
baby's stomach and end almost any
damage done.
Skowhegan, grand captain general;
EMPIRE THEATRE
little throughout the system. Fret- tle of genuine Fletcher’s Castria is
A society of Christian Endeavor
Rev. David L. Wilson. Bath, grand
The double feature program for to
fullness and fever, loo; It seems no wrapped a book on "Care and Feeding
was organized ut the Baptist vestry
senior warden; W. C. Hawkes, East- day is Monte Blue in “The Bush j time until everything Is serene.
of Babies" worth its weight in gold to
Monday evening and elected these
port. grand junior warden: H. C. Leaguer” and Ranger "Breed of Cour
officers: President. Philip Newbert,
That’s the beauty of Castoria; its every mother or prospective mother.
Smith, Gardiner, grand sword bearer; age."
>
vice president,'Gladys Seavey; re
gentle influence seems just what is'
F, E. Southard, Augusta, grand mili
"The Border Cavalier," to be shown needed. It dees alt that castor oil
cording secretary, Howard Swift:
tary instructor.
Friday and Saturday presents Fred might accomplish, and without shock
treasurer, Lillian Davis; correspond
Visiting officers aside from the 'Humes as the star in a particularly
ing secretary, Lucy Kalloch. The
grand commander's suite included J. sensational and exciting role. One of to the system. Without the evil taste.
society is looking forward to a sea
H. Stevens, commander of Blanque- the big thrills comes when two cow Castoria is delicious! Your own tongue
son of activity and growth.
fort
Commandery. Ellsworth: F. J. boys run off with a high-powered will tell you why "Children Cry for
Sunday services at the Baptist
McDonald,
past (Commander of Cam automobile they know nothing about It." Being purely vegetable, you can
Church: 9.45, Sunday school; 11
den
Commandery;
A. L. Curtis, past and It runs away with them. Fred give it as often as there’s the least1
o'clock sermon, topic, "In Touch With
commander
of
Palestine
Command catches it however and a very dis- sign of colic; constipation, diarrhoea.
God;” at 7, address by Judge Frank
ery
of
Belfast
A.
A.
Hodgdon.
past'astrous accident is averted. The Or whenever there's need to aid sound,
B. Miller of Rockland, subject,
commander
of
Maine
Commandery
of|story, which deals with the trickery natural sleep.
"Is Protestantism a Dying Religion?”
Only one word of warning: the above
Gard int i; H. W. Fifleld, past om- of a crooked land speculator, is full
Miss Belle Cullen is having her
ma nder of De Valois Commandery of of fighting and love. In the support is true of genuine Castoria.* Fletcher's
vacation from the office of the John
Vinalhaven; J. H. Lancaster, past ing cast are Joyce Compton, Cap is the original. Other preparations
Bird Company, and with Mr. and
commander of De llolay Command Anderson, "Pee Wee" Holmes. Dick may or may not be as pure, as free i
Mrs. William W. Cullen of Lewiston
ery of Skowhegan; and H. D. Davis, L'Estrange. Scotty Mattraw, Benny
is spending the week in Boston.
FOR SALE—Two tons high grade Lowell 1 FOR SALE—Totting soil for Plants, 60c
past commander of St. Bernard Com Corbett and others.—adv.
Miss Rosa Teel who has been at
fertilizer 4-8 4 and 3-8-10, been slightly wet. peck or 82 bushel, delivered anywhere In
mandery of Eastport.
Any decent offer takes It. S B. HASKELL, town.
EDWIN A. DEAN, Roekland. Me.
her Glenmere home a few weeks has
Fred Sawyer Rhodes
Camden. Phone 238-11.
12~i-tf Tel. 1181-M._________________________124-139
The Order of the Temple was con
returned to town.
PORT CLYDE
ferred upon Stephen P. Gould, and
William Loucks is aft home from
Harriet (Hall) Grle, of Crieliaven. Grand Commander Gould thus had
Mrs. Caroline Balano has gone to
Lewiston.
then known as Ragged Island. They
Staten Island. X, Y„ to spend the
The W. C. T. U. will meet with were married at Glen Cove, but first the pleasure of knighting his own winter with her son Fred Balano.
Mrs. SuSan Ptrout Friday evening at lived at Criehaven, later going to son.
Mrs. Sarah Simmons spent the past
Claremont Commandery is com
7 o’clock. Please note the change in Boston, where the deceased was em
two weeks in Waldoboro, called there
manded
this
year
by
E.
R.
Veazie
time.
ployed in the provision store of Ly
by the death of her mother, Mrs. Eli
Mrs. Alma Spear and her sister man Rouillard. in 1883. Afterwards w hose work has been so meritorious Osier.
Mrs. R. P. Winchenbach are at home he was associated with his brothers that the organization last night
The young people gave a surprise
after visiting a week in Orono.
Leonard H. and Edgar L. Rhodes, in earned the high compliment paid it party to Charles Stone Monday even
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Spear, who are the successful business, carried on in by the inspecting officer.
ing in the public library community
spending their vacation at their cot the name of Rhodes Bros. Co., first
room. The occasion was the cele
tage in Cushing. Entertainedhas A on Tremont street, later with sev
bration of Mr. Stone’s birthday and a
CAMDEN
tage in Cushing, entertained the store eral stores In other parts of greater
Mrs. William J. Curtis is closing very pleasant tvening is reported.
clerks and others at a lobster and Boston. iWhen a branch store on
Mrs. Edward Pierce has returned
Portlow in Penobscot avenue and re
clam supper Wednesday evening. Massachusetts avenue was opened.
turning today to her winter home in from Pemaquid where she was called
Very, Very Different
The fortunate guests were Mr. and Fred, was placed in charge and re New York City,
by the Illness and death of her
Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton, Albert Mank, mained for nearly 20 years, until he
Mr. and Mrs. Claudius Knowlton, mother.
A Eugene Permanent Wave la scaj <
Enos Parks and Ralph Richards.
retired in 1915, after 30 years with Jr., and daughter, Miss Ruth Knowl
Miss Alena Seavey is in Martins
eat from the ald-AaUameA Mad. It b
William Coburn and son of Port the firm.
ville
for
a
few
days.
ton of Liberty, visited relatives in
natural — and preaerves the aalnml 1
land have been guests of his sister,
Mr. Rhodes first went to Criehaven Camden this week.
Mrs. Olive Marshall and daughter
W the hair. It is the gentle way 4
Mrs. Oliver Johnson. Mr. Johnson in 1880 and built a home there in
Lenata
have
gone
to
Portland
where
Mrs. A. H. Chatfield has closed Al—with tiny jets of dean, ehiteata
and Mr. Coburn had not mfct for 20 1882, occupying it as a summer resi dermere and returned to her home In they will pass the winter,
years. Mr. Coburn spent a number of dence. He improved his island prop Cincinnati.
Forrest Davis who has been in the
years in Thomaston as a boy.
erty and increased his holdings
Klosek, pitcher, and Macklay, cen- State Street Hospital, Portland, the
Ma Belle Beauty Shoppe
Miss Helen Davis left Wednesday there. The result was the fine "Hill terfielder on the Camden team of the past two months, was brought home
483 MAIN ST.
TEL. 683-W
afternoon to spend a vacation in side Farm." with up to datp equip Maine Coast Baseball League the Tuesday by<he Davis ambulance of
128-129
Portland and Worcester, Mass.
ment In which he took much pride past season, were in town this week. Thomaston. His many friends Tiope
Miss Hilda George is able to be being successful from a utilitarian They had been on a gunning trip fn for a speedy and complete reoovery
standpoint and also beautifying his the big woods and had two fine doe. He was accompanied by Mrs. Davis
about town again.
Russell Davis left Thomaston at property. He was public spirited They were enroute for their homes and a nurse and his sister, Mrs. Clara
4 o’clock Tuesday morning with the and devoted himself to the welfare in Massachusetts.
Davis.
remains of a child for burial in South of the island and its people.- By his
Captain William Conerv who spent
Rutland; went to Portland and took efforts in interesting others what the summer in Bar Harbor is in town
a man from rhe hospital who was to was started in a small way. devel for the winter. He has put the
be carried to Port Clyde and was oped Into the Criehaven Community yacht Discovery into winter quar
Club, with a fine club house, for ters.
back in Thomaston at 1 o'clock.
Mrs. Clara Williams writes that which Mr. Rhodes gave a piano and
Mrs. Minnie Arau and daughter
she is spending some days with her other furnishings.
Marguerite leave on the morning
He
took
the
lead
in
forming
the
granddaughter
Betty
Brown
in
train Thursday for a visit with rela
Marshall, Missouri, and will soon Rockland, Matinicus & Criehaven tives in Boston and vicinity.
Transportation
Co.,
which
operated
proceed to St. Paul for a visit.
The regular meeting of Maiden
The tug Governor Douglas arrived the Calista D. Morrill. He was pres Cliff Rebekah Lodge was held Wed
at noon yesterday with the mission ident of the organization and the nesday evening and Golden Rod Chap
boat Maraval in tow. The trip up island communities were indebted to ter of Appleton were guests. The de
from Halifax, X. S„ was made with him for this service, which by his un gree staff of Golden Rod Chapter con
out any mishap. Great care had to tiring zeal and enthusiasm was made ferred the degrees.
Supper was
be exercised at all times and every possible. He maintained his inter served at 6.30 o'clock.
precaution was taken to insure est in all that related to the Island
The ladles 'of the Baptist society
safety and success. At times it was to the last.
Governor of Maryland
While in Boston Mr Rhodes was met Wednehday with Mrs. Joel Fernecessary to place a man aboard the
nald.
Maraval to steer, but not all of the active in Tremont Temple, the well
“In your development of cheap power you
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Coose are
way. During the stormy period they known church of the Baptist faith, spending a week at their camp at
to
which
he
was
converted
in
1884,
have
added immeasurably to the wealth of
were delayed, at one time for a week.
Coleman’s Pond.
The best day's run was 90 miles and during services conducted by Evan
the
nation;
and it is not old wealth taketi
Thursday evening the four Rotary
good weather favored them on the gelist A. B. Earle, and baptized on
Clubs of Camden, Rockland. Damari
Easter
Sunday,
under
pastorate
of
from
others
by the process of trade, but
way from Jonesport to Thomaston.
scotta and Belfast will enjoy a getCapt. Starreft is being congratulated Rev. Frank M. Ellis. D. D., his
new
wealth
wrung
fro mthe treasure house
together at Masonic hall, Camden.
and complimented upon the success brother, Edgar L. Rhodes being bap
Dinner will be served at 6.30, fol
tized
at
the
same
time.
Fred
was
of nature.”*
ful outcome of a hazardous under
superintendent of Tremont Temple lowed with a program to be present
taking. The men aiding in the work
branch Sunday school on Massachu
ed
by
members
of
the
four
clubs
were engineer Happinen of Friendship,
setts avenue for many years and This will be followed by a dance with
invention and production of
HpILECTRIClTY has beCrockett Brown and 'William L. Arm
was member of the Tremont Temple music by Deans Orchestra.
strong of Thomaston. The condition
i
J
come
the
most
univera great variety of useful elec
Brotherhood.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 ,McLain have
of the boat is serious. The steering
Coming to Rockland in 1918 he moved from their apartments in the
trical devices. Three million
sally useful force the
gear is twisted and the rudder bent united with the First Baptist church,
so it is practically useless and a was a trustee. He was an earnest Camden block to the rent over their
world has ever known. This
investors own power com
restaurant
on
Mechanic
street.
number of timbers and hanging knees
Christian and contributed generous
The next regular meeting of Joel
pany securities. Sixteen mil
result has not been obtained
are broken suggesting a possible ly to his church.
Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies of the
collision with a heavy vessel. Fire
lion homes and one hundred
merely by converting coal
Mr. Rhodes was a member of Au
destroyed the interior of the houses rora Lodge of Masons, Claremont G. A. R., will be held Friday. There
and water into electrical ener
and fifty thousand factories
but the outside of the hull is appar Commandery, K. T., Golden Rod will be work In the afternoon. Sup
ently in good condition. The boat Chapter. O. E. S., and Knox Lodge per served at 6 o’clock.
gy.
Far-sighted planning,
are using electrical service.
will be docked at Charles A. Morse of Odd Fellows. For many’ years he
and
the
success
of
the
prin

By continued support of the
SOUTH
WARREN
& Son's plant Thursday. Capt. A. T was a director of the North National
Gould and others are expected to Bank.
M. P. Orne who has had employ
American principle of indi
ciple of individual initiative
arrive here this week.
The family circle and his home ment on the yacht Alert this sum
in
the
management
of
power
vidual initiative, and through
Philip Newbert went to Knox Hos meant much to Mr. Rhodes. His mer has returned home.'
Mrs. Charles Shorey of Thomas
pital 'Wednesday to have his tonsils wife has been an ideal partner. The
companies are responsible.
the use of more labor-saving
rt moved.
death of the oldest daughter, Edith ton and sister Mrs. Richards were
electrical
equipment,
the
Hrs. Keene and Mrs. 'Wade of Wal XL, on Feb. 28, 1920, was the first iir.ner .guests of Mrs. Alice Spear
doboro are visiting their sister Mrs. break in the family circle. To the Monday.
whole
public
has
been
benefit

The power companies have
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Jordan and O.
E. I.. Montgomery.
wife and surviving daughter, Olive
ed
by
improved
service
and
anticipated the needs for elec
Rhodes Wilson, who has lovingly A. Copeland were among those who
Julia V. Woodcock, teacher of ministered to her father—much sym went to Bath on the excursion Mon
reduced rates.
trical service. They have built
day. Mr. and Mrs. Jordan continpiano. Tel. 157-2. Thomaston—adv. pathy is extended.
ted to Brunswick where they were
118-130.
power plants and transmis
The deceased was of a cheery dis
position, generous and companion quests of Miss Zetta Jordan.
The electrical business under
sion lines in advance of rapid
Hazen Jewett of Solon was a Sun
able, of unquestioned integrity, and
day
caller
at
O.
A.
Copeland's.
individual initiative and gov
ly
growingdemands.
Through
in doing for others.
Loosen
Cold delighted
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Copeland and
Funeral services at the Talbot
ernment regulation, support
interconnected
lines
an
abun

avenue home Wednesday afternoon H. H. Lermond motored to Bryant's
Pond
Sunday.
With
ed by public acceptance, has
dance
of
power
has
been
were conducted by Rev. B. P. Browne
Charles Maxey is having a vaca
the Masonic service was rendered
increased the wealth, comfort
brought
to
cities,
towns,
vil

Have Musterole handy when a cold by officers of Aurora Lodge. Mrs. tion from his duties at the Standard
and happiness of the whole
starts. It has all of the advantages of Rachel S. Browne sang the de Oil plant In Rockland and with his
lages and farms.
grandmother’s mustard plaster without ceased’s favorite hymn, "We'll Never wife is spending a few days with
nation. The full development
the bum. You feel a warm tingle as the Say Good-bye in Heaven." The ser relatives in Xew Hampshire.
Frank Marshall of South Portland,
hisaling ointment penetrates the pores, vice was largely attended and there
Meanwhile the public has ac
of an electrical age can be
then a soothing, cooling sensation and was an abundance of beautiful flow and Mr. and Mrs. Willard Marshall
safeguarded
in its future
cepted electrical service, pav
quick relief.
ers. The bearers were members of and son John of Cambridge Springs.
Made of pure oil of mustard and Aurora Lodge. Ralph U. Clark, Louis Penn, were at Mrs. Rose Marshall's
growth
by
continued
support
ing the way for improve
other simple ingredients, Musterole is A. Walker, Frank A. Maxey and Monday.
of these principles.
’
ments and encouraging the
recommended by many nurses and James N. East. There was a com
doctors. Try Musterole for bronchitis, mittal service at Sea View cemetery.
Spruce Head

Infant Care

Children Cry for

“Electricity has added to
the wealth of the nation”
Says Hon. Albert C. Ritchie

Up That

Musterole

sore throat, stiff neck, pleurisy, rheu
matism, lumbago, croup, asthma, neu
ralgia, congestion, pains and. aches of
the back or joints, sore muscles, sprains,
Iruises, chilblains, frosted feet, colds of
the chest. It may prevent pneumonia
and "flu.”

'

OWL'S HEAD

Mrs. Etta Clark has returned to her
home at Vinalhaven after having
spent four weeks as guest of Mrs. S.
F. Closson at th? Head of the Bay.

Jars & Tubes

LOANS

On real estate. First
•r second mortem*
HARRY
BERMAN;

123 Mali BL, Boom 3. Roekland. Til. 389
113-Tb-lf

L

Bt&tt than a muitard plotter

^Complete text of Governor Ritchie’s address will be furnished upon request.

DANCE
Community Hall

Next Saturday Night
DEAN’S ORCHESTRA of Camden
Square and Round Dances
Begin* at 8 o’clock
Refreshments Served in Kitchen
Everybody Come and Have a
Good Timo
82-Th-tf

Central Maine Power Company
Augusta

Maine

V. F. STUDLEY
Real Estate
CASH PAID FOR GOOD TRADES

ACCOUNTS DUE
All accounts due the V. F. Studley, Inc., furniture store
or due me personally, should be Paid At Once at the
old store.

V. F. STUDLEY CO.
Telephone 1080

Rockland
120-tf

In Everybody’s Column

For Sale
FOR SALE—R. I. R. pullets, >2 each. w.
A. PAUL, Rockport. Tel. Camden 204-6
t
____________________________________ 129*13>»

Lost and Found
LOST—Blue Tick female fox_hound, license
tag No. 364 on collar. Notify C. E. BARN
ARD, Rockland.
129-131

NOTICE—Notice I. hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 31321 and tlie
owner of said book aska for duplicate in ac
cordance with the provision of the State
Law. ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK. A B
Blacklngton, Aaa't Tress. Rockland. Me.. Oct.
2». 1927.
ia**Th-132

FOR SALE—Second-hand Twin Klneo stove,
combination gas and coal, used only one year,
to be sold before ,Nov. 5. DR. G. E. PAR
SONS, 27 Warren St.
129*131

FOR
SALE—Forty Rhode Island Red
pullets, laying. GEORGE W. DAY, Union,
Me. Star Route.
129*131

NOTICE—Notice Is hereby given of the
loss of deposit book numbered 33341 and the
owner of said book aeks for duplicate in
accordance with the provision of the State
Law. ROCKLAND SAYINGS BANK. Rock
land. Me., by Sidney H. Pierce, Aast. Treas.
0c». 11, 1927.
122*T-128

FOR SALE—Roasting chickens. 3 to 4 lbs.,
35c lb., delivered during this week and next,
aUo a few broilers. T. J. FOLEY, Lake ave.
Tel. 332-22.
129-134

LOST—Lady’a small black pocketbook, con
taining money and door key between The
Brook and Senter Crane Co.’s.
Reward.
L. BRU>GES. Glencove.
128*130

FOR SALE—Two hundred R. I. Red pulleta,
over six months old. C. E. OVERLOOK, War
ren, Me. R. F. D. 2. Tel. 3-4.
129*131

FOR SALE—480 acre lumber lot in Appleton, Me . consists of Christmas trees and pulp aT
wood with some hard wood and pine. Must r
l>e so^d to settle estate. L. A. LIN SCOTT,
Washington, Me., It. F. D. Xo. 1.
129*131

FOR SALE—My farm in Warren, 52 acres,
cut 20 ton iff hay this year. Plenty of fire
wood some lumber. Buildings in good repair,
electric lights.
Home water plant; about
one mile from village. A. L. PERRY, Warren,
Me. Tel. 4-4.
129*131

Wanted

WANTED—<ilrl for kitchen work. (MRS.
MARY BURKETT. 75 Broad ijt. TeL 669-N1.
129-tf
FOR SALE—Turnips, >1 bushel delivered.
WANTED—At once, 6 or 7 horse power < Drop postal to LUKE R. BREWSTER, R.
gasoline engine or would buy wood sawing I F. D. City or Tel. 48-W.
129*131
outfit. HERBERT L. TIBBETTS, Waldoboro.
FOR SALE—Twenty-six ft. lobster boat
Me.. R. F. D. 3.
129*131
with 5 h. p. Hubbard and one h. p. I. H. C.
WANTED—Farmers—Christmas
trees
by holster. Call 527-R.
129-131
the bunch.
I supply labor. Call ROCK
FOR SALE- 1927 Light Six Nash coach,
LAND 895, between 6 and 7 o'clock with
details.
128*136 i Excellent condition. Driven only 6,000 miles.
New spare tire.
Bargain for cash. Tel.
WANTED—By a young man, attending 'Union 18-11. R. E. PAY1SON, East Union.
Commercial ■ College, board and room In a
129*134
private family. Tel. Lincolnville 12-19. J.
FOR SALE—Meven R. I. R. yearling hens, '
D. PEASE, Hope.
127-129
laying, with cockerel. DR. SHERMAN. Tel
WANTED—Giri for general housework. Ap 598-W Rockland.
129*14
ply after 4 p. m. MRS. C. I. BURROWS. 66
FOR SALE —Oak dining table. Apply at
Beech St.
127129
23 KNOX ST., Thomaston.
128*130
WANTED—Two .aJawnen to canvass on
FOR SALE—Four Queen Incubators, 400 egg
commission.
Excelleat chance, with the
Christsias sesaoa near at hand. Apply at size; 3 coal broders. Cheap If taken at once.
128*130
once. PHOTO ART CO., Box 363 Rockland. 175 RANKIN ST.
127*129

Me.

WANTED—Long-haired shaggy cats and
kittens. Write age, color ad sex. JOHN S.
RANLETT, Rockville. Me. Tel. 352-14
125*130

FOR SALE—Cheap, or to rent to reliable
parties A and B flat Conn, clarinets. Inquire
at PARK ST. BARBER SHOP.
128-130

FOR SALE—Two hundred more 8. C. R. I.
R. pullets, ready to lay.
MAPLEUREST
FARM, Union road, Warren, Me. Tel. 6-31.
128*133
FOR SALE—Libby’s Quick Lunch, located
on Washington St. in Camden, including
TO LET—Large front room, partly fur buildings, newly shingled and in good connished. Inquire at 8 FULTON ST., Citv.
dltion. Two rooms and bath up-stalrs. Good
129*131 ; counter room with small dining room at
TO LET—House, 7 rooms, furnace, lights tached. Large kitchen fully equipped. Be-*
and water, double garage and garden; 30 frige ’ator, electric range and cash register
Three stoves and re«aumonth
Inquire 175 RANKIN ST.
128*130 1 practically new.
rant supplies; also hen house at rear of
TO LET—Four-room apartment, Masonic building.
Seiling on account of sickness.
St.—parlor, dining room, kitchen, bedroom, Price right for cash. Inquire of EVERETT
with use of bathroom.
Apply to MISS K. F. LIBBY, Rockland. Tel. Camden 234-4.
MAHEL A. SPBING. 613 Maple St., Fall
128-130
River, Mass.
128-130
FOR SALE—Two road wagons. 2 sleighs, |
TO LET—Tenement on Linden St. with good as new, pair light delivery sleds, light
garage, electric lights and bath. No children. harness; every thing to be sold at a bargain.
JAAIS8 JHBKE. «4 Mechanic St.
127*129 LEANDER NEWBERT, South Hope, Me?
128*130
TO LET—Barber shop to reliable, com
petent barber for the winter. Going South.
FOR SALE—Glenwood parlor stove, used
Inquire SIDNEY MESSER, Union. Me. Tel. only short time. WALTER LARRABEE, 114^4
8000.
/
127-129 Camden St.
128*130
TO LET—Unfurnished apartments. Inquire
FOR SALE—-New milch cow, also beef cow.
at 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
126-tf W. E. BURGESS, Smith Union.
128-130
TO LET—Furnished house. MISS ALICE
FOR SALE—One couch, 1 mirror 25x46 and
FULLER, 25 Unden St. Tel. 106-M. 123-tf 1 Apex vacuum cleaner, all in good condition.
»
TO LET—Tenement over Kennedy’s store at Apply ARTHUR ROKES or phone 880.
127-12&,
the Brook, entrance from rear. Inquire P. L.
HAVENER. TeL 792.
117 tf
FOR SALE—Twenty thousand 5’4-ft. shaved

To Let

TO LET—Store at 19 Tillson Ave.
Io GEORGE M. SLMMtONS. Tel. 4-W.

Apply
118-tf

Miscellaneous
TYPIST*—Bookkeeper
desires
position.
Capable with sound experience and best of
references. Write BOOKKEEPER, Box 441,
Rockland.
129*131
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS—For girls,
plaid
lined leather coats. Blue, green, red, sizes 6
to 20. Priced 313.75. St-eet Fuvor. FI'LLKRC0BB-DAV18.
129-131

AFTER *IOV. 1 GOODS BELONGING TO
Clarence Ingerson now In my store house, will
be disposed of. MABBL S. RAWLEY. 130
Malo St.
123-T11-129
TRUCKING AND JOBBING ot all kinds.
Go any where night er day. R. W. JBWBLL,
Glencove. Tel. 135.
129*1!!4

four problems. Tells you how to be success’ul. Give advice on all affairs of life—love
courtship, marriage, health, business.
A
proper solution of your affairs may be the
turning point in ycur life. Readings $1.00
to ladies. Hours 11 a. m. to 5 p. m. 27
127*129
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND.
ELECTRIC MOTORS—One Hh. p., $9 00;
one
h. p., $24.94. Can be plugged in any
light or wall socket. A. W. DECMOW. 125
Middle St. Tel. T5»-W.
127*129

THE

SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT RET. CARVER'S
Ml«if

PORTER is for sale st J.

band.

STATE OF MAINE

County of Knox. aa.
To tho Honorable Justice of tho Supremo
Judicial Court, next to be held »1 Roekland.
within and for aaid county, on the second
Tuesday of January A. D. 1938.
Leon L. Haupt of Thomaston, in the
County of Knox and State of Maine, husband
of LAna K. Haupt, respectfully represents that
he was lawfully married to the said Lena E.
Haupt at {Bonington on the twenty-fourth
day of June. A. D. 1903; that they lived
together aa husband and wife at Thomaston
In said County of Knox from the time of
their said marriage until the twenty-fourth day
of May A. D.. 1926; that your libelant has
always conducted himself towards his said
wife, as a faithful, true and affectionate
husband, that the said Lena E. Haupt has
been guilty of cruel and abusive treatment
towards your said libelant, and further that
the said Len-a E. Haupt has been guilty of
adultery; that the residence of the said Lena
E. Haupt Is unknown to your libelant and
can not be ascertained by reasonable dillgence; that there la no collusion between
your libelant and the said Lena E. Haupt to
obtain a divorce, wherefore he prays that a
divorce may be decreed belween him and the
said Lena E. Haupt for tlie cauae above set
forth, and that he may have the custody of
his minor child, Madeline aged two and one
half years.
LEON L. HAUPT.
October 24, 1927.
Hubscrlbed and eworn to before me this
twenty-fourth day of October. A. D. 1927.

(I* 8.)
(Beal)

WALTER H. BUTLER.
Notary Public
STATE OF MAINE

Knox, aa.
Clerk', Office, Supreme Judicial Court,
in Vacation
Rockland, October 25, A. D. 1927.
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That the
LFbellant give notice to said Lena E. Haupt
to appear before our Supreme Judicial Court,
to be holden at Rockland, within and for the
County of Knox, on the second Tuesday of
January A. D. 1927, by publishing an at
tested copy of said Libel, and this order
thereon, three weeks successively In The
Courle--Gazette a newspaper printed in Rock
land In our County of Knox, the last publi
cation to be thirty days at least prior to said
second Tuesday of January, next, that she
may there and then In our said court appear
and show cauae, If any she have, why the
prayer of said Libellant should not be
granted.
WARREN C. PHIL®7t(X)K.
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court

(L. S.)

A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
Court thereon.
Attest:
MILTON IM. CRHTtN,Clerk.

139-131-184

birch hoops.
Tel. 428.

Price very low.

K. & R. CORP.
127-129

FOR SALE—(ierman police pups. 3 months
old at a reduced price for the next two weeks.
Every pup guaranteed : get yours now before
they are (JSne. O. B. IJBBY, Warren. Tel.
3-5.
127*130
FOR SALE—-Ho.-ee, 2 cows and calf, cream
separator, farming tools. A. H. COPELAND,
East Warren.
127*129
FOR SALE—.Pony, harness, riding saddle
and sleigh or will trade for stock or pullets.
Apply G. A. WINSLOW, Owl s Head. Tel.
425-14.
127-129

FOR SALE—Farm 75 acres known as the
Lovejoy farm on the Hosmer pond road, 2H ,
miles front Camden, nice poultry farm or ’
truck farming; large two story house and out
buildings, in nice condition; nice well of
water; plenty of wood and pasture; the
largest elm tree in the county stands di
rectly bark of the house.
HASKELL
CORTHELIs,Camden. Tel. 238-11.
123 tf

A

FOR SALE—Ten acre field, one half mile
from Rockport village; cuts 10 tons of hay;
large barn and garage, nearly new. Wood
and lumber lot for sale at Hosmer Poni, lot
of big oak and pine and a lot of hard wood.
Some nice cottage lots on this land. HASK
ELL & CORTHELL. Phone 238-11 Camden.
125-tf
FOR SALE—Beady made poultry farm, i
mllee from Rockport village; five acre*; nl
house, barn and hen house; 50 hens, c
Jersey cow, three tons of hay. farming too
nice kitchen range and telephone in the hou
Big trade.
HASKELL A CORTHELL. T
238-11 Camden.
125
FOR SALE—Soft wood aldha, stove long
38 par cord In Rockland; $7 In Th-uuaat
and 30 in Warren. Also first oualfv htl
hard wood or Junks. L. C. PACKAfN, W;
ren, Me.
‘ ita

FOR SALE—>Hard wood, fitted for stove
furnace.
HAROLD PEASE, Warren. ]
Tel. 10-21.
124*:
FOR SALE—Good furnace wood la our a
clalty. $14.00 delivered. RALPH P. CX)NA
* SON.
FOR SALE—'Used dining room suites; g
condition.
C. A. EMERY. 28 Pacific
Tel. 518-M or 436-5J.
ix

FOR SALE—75 pair of steel arch su
similar to the $3.00 kind for $1.00.
SHOE STORE.
FOR SALE—-Dry soft fitted slabs $8
cord and fitted wood. Tel. 263-13 Roc
L. F. TOLMAN. I*. O. Thomaston.
1

4 fool

FOR SALE—Lumber and wood;
board alabs $6.50; stove length $8; stave
slabs $6.50.
L. A. PACKARD. Thoma«»/w.
K- F D118*130

FOR SALE—A pretty home and It i; ;
ern, and located in the heart of the cl
only $2500—half cash, balance 3 y>
Compare it with some be’ng shown at $
and $€000. FREEDIAN Y,UNG, Realtor.
714 M. _____________________________ i

FOR SALE—Place on west side of v
Juice Cove, about 10 miles from Thorns
good State road, bu idlngs in good repaii
acres land, shore privilege.
Inquire R
FILLMORE, 85 Park St.. Rockland.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair go
the Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St
orders solicited. HELEN C. RH0DE6.
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COT
and estates ; up-to-date property, in tl
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay.
us what you want. ORRIN J. D1CKE1
fast. Maine.

FOR SALE-—Eight room house at
Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and
barns. EDWARD J. HELL1ER. Tel.

43

FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted alabs. $8
hard wood, also lumber. T. J. CkRI
Tel. 263-21 Rockland, p. 0. Thomaston.
BARKER’S POEMS^wA copy in exc
condition for sale. Also a cony of *T
nlngs of Colonial Maine.”
T pai
Skowhegan.
**

R

MAIL ORDERS—Ladles* silk and wool
very pretty shades, silver and black b
and tan, grain, gray, beige and dark
Send $100 for 1 pair. $1.85 for 2
RAWLEY’S HOSIERY SHOP. 12 High
Rockland, Me.
i

Every-Other-Day

i trcet.Floor

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, October 27, 1927.
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Dreei Floor

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

lu addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happen
ings. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE
770

Chinchilla Coats

COATS

Notices have been sent out today
calling for Tuesday evening, Nov. 8,
the’ annual meeting of the Country ■
Club. It will he held as usual at the j
club house on Maverick street and i
! should call large attendance of mem
bers as officers tor the year will be j
elected.
|

Sizes 7 to 10 years

A most complete line, sizes 2 to 6 years.
Materials: Tweed mixtures, Plaids, Polo,
Chinchilla Cloths. Colors: Deer, Doe, Light
Blue, Navy, Rust.
a

$7.50

SOCIETY

We feature a large line of

Children’s

$8.75

Two qualities of Chinchilla, Trucurl, Ger• mania. Colors: Deer, Red, Doe, Green, Navy.
The most wearable coats that money can buy.

Mrs. Jennie Bird is spending the
week in Boston, guest of her daugh
ter. Mrs. Dorothy Bird George.

Trucurl Quality $12.50
Germania Quality $16.50

Mrs. Ralph Wiggin entertained the
Dorcas Club at her farm in Warren
Monday. Mrs. Ella Grimes was a j
guest of ,the club,

All with ' Flannel Linings.

to $15.00
ALL COATS WITH THE EXCEPTION OF
THE CHINCHILLAS HAVE FUR COLLARS

Mrs.

Germania Quality Chinchilla Coats, in
sizes 72, 14, 16 ,................................... $18 50

Charles M.

Richardson of !

Broadway gave a dinner Monday 111
honor of her sister. Mrs. Leon Strong }
of Waterville. The afternoon was [
spent in music and sewing.

Colors of Deer, Doe, Red, Green, Navy.
Flannel Lined.
.'<•

i..

,ih ■

Frank T. Barker of Ocean avenue
re< eived a happy surprise Sunday
when a company from Portland
.ailed oil him including Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis A. Barker and family. Frank
T. Barker, 2d. Mrs. Jennie Barker
Burns, little Ellen Barker and Waltec Tapley.

:q>.

FU LLER- COBB-DAY! S
HALLOWEEN

Mrs. Laura Demers returns to
ioston today after a 'Short visit in
this city.

DANCE

Weekend Special
■Bargain Values

MONDAY,
At
Everybody
Don't miss

Given by the
Chapin Class
Temple Hall,
Rockland
OCTOBER 31, 1S27
8.00 o'clock
Come. Tickets 75c
the Novelty Dance
128-130

Mrs. William L. Gregory and son
Carleton of The Highlands leave to
day for Portland where they will be
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Locke.
Miss. Lillian Weinstein returned
to Portland Sunday after a week’s
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Max l'inegolu and daughter Anna of Willow
stieet.

SUPPER
AND MASQUE BALL
So Thomaston Grange Hall

FRIDAY EVG-, OCT. 28
Supper 5.30 to 7.30. Dance 8.30 to 12

Kirk’s Orchestra

$39.50

REED SUITES

A v/onderful buy at the modest price named.

COME ON DOWN

Mrs. H. B. Fales will entertain the
Shakespeare Society Monday even- |
ing at her home. 73 Camden street. ,
Mrs. Harriet Frost will be the leader
mil Act III of "As You Like It" will
be read.

prices in Sturdy Reed, Beautiful Upholstery, Comfort
A'

LAMPS.. .. .. .. .. . $2.00

Tile Chapin Class was entertained
by Mrs. Lena True Tuesday evening
at her home on Ulmer street. The 1G
members present devoted the evening
to sewing on laundry hags for Knox
Hospital. The next meeting will lie
Tuesday evening with Mrs. Minnie
Cross, 27 Chestnut street.

Today’s Big Feature

Table Lamps at $2.00 are
> now available.
See the
handsome new Parchment
Shades on the latest style
Table and Boudoir Lamps.

Members of the Outing Club had
dinner at the Community Sweet Shop
it South Hope Wednesday, reiswting
a delightful time.

Mrs. Walter H. 'Spear entertained j
the Tuesday Club at her home on |
Beech street Tuesday afternoon, the
prize falling to Mrs. A. B. Crockett.

REED CHAIRS ... $9.75
We are always the great local

Miss Kitty Coburn is registered at
the Lafayette Hotel jn Portland for
the remainder of the week, having
accompanied Miss Anna Coughlin
who is in that city attending the
teachers’ convention.

leaders in Reed Chair and Rocker
values.

We still lead with marrv •

velous values

“The Best Ever Built”

||

Miss Clara M. Thomas is the guest
af her sister Miss Ethel Thomas who
is a student at Westbrook Seminary,
while in attendance on the teachers’
convention in Portland.

W-T.L
r. LACKEY
/Presents

ROARING

CASH OR EASY TERMS

Stonington Furniture Co,

FIRES"
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

aj?
J.: ,.

ROCKLAND

TEL.

.

9M

• Al Wilson

____

“The

Flying Mail”
AND

TODAY—FRIDAY

“Eyes of the Totem”

ADOLPHE MENJOU
i

Comedy and Thrills

EMPIRE

L

NOW PLAYING
MONTE BLUE in
“THE BUSH tEAGUER"
And
"RANGER
IN BREED OF COURAGE”

FRI.-SAT.

K

fHumes

m

L;)

afaj/u/nountfiictore *
The city on the Seine >• a perfect setting for a perfect picture !

smart Lve comedy produced in the modern manner!

A

Suspense, Drama, Thrills
Romance

SATURDAY (ONLY)—RICHARD BARTHELMESS in
“THE DROP KICK" and “CLANCY’S KOSHER WEDDING”

>

The Thimble Club held a delightful
meeting Monday evening at the home
of Mrs. Sadie I.each, 51 North Main
street, .with ten present. The evening
was devoted to sewing. The next
meeting will be held Monday at the
home of Mrs. Wilbur Cross 27 Chest
nut street.

IN

PARK

Members of the B. P. W. Club are
asked to keep in mind the date Nov
3 when the State president, Miss
EUen Eastman Libby of Sanford,
will be at the rooms in the evening
and will have a vital message to
deliver.
Mrs. Blanche Robertson of Brooks
ville is the guest of Mrs. S. B.
Aylward. 15 Clarendon street.

LOUIS MARCUS, Proprietor

313-319 MAIN STREET

The auction party given In Grand
Army hall Tuesday evening under
the auspices of the Sons of Veterans
Auxiliary was a very successful afair. There were five tables, the prizes
failing to Miss Flora Berry. Mrs. J.
'. Cunningham, A. W. McCurdy, Mrs.
Olive Sylvester. Mrs. Helen Paladino acted as hostess in an efficient
manner.

Mrs. George B. Arnold and Miss
Olive Griffith of Providence, who are
motoring through New Hampshire
and Maine, were recent guests of Mrs.
Irace Keller, Main street.

These

able Cushions.
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MON.-TUES.—BILLIE DOVE In
“THE AMERICAN BEAUTY”

Our First S&le===
But A Smasher!

WE ARE PUTTING ON A GREAT BEFORE CHRISTMAS OPPORTUNITY SALE ALL
NEXT WEEK

MONDAY TO SATURDAY. OCTOBER 31 TO NOVEMBER 5
A Never Before Equalled Opportunity to Buy Appropriate Christmas Gifts For All the Fam
ily At Prices Cut To the Bone.
Thousands of Ideal Ckristmas Gifts Will Be Sold At Cost or Less Than Cost In This Great
Stock Clearance Event, Including Practical Gifts For Everybody.
ATHLETIC GOODS

LEATHER GOODS

We are heavily overstocked on most lines of Athletic Gooda and
as a result will thrc-w all our High Grade, Standard Goods into This
Sale.

We make a specialty of Leather Goods and are putting the great
est Gift array of ideal Christmas pieces into this Great Salt.

IDEAL FOR THE BOYS’ CHRISTMAS

Military Brush Sets. Keytainers. Pocketbooks. Cigar Cases, Novel
ties—literally hundreds of Ideal Gifts at Slaughter Prices.

» One hundred regulation Mitts and Gloves, best Baseball Equip
ment at COST. Basebc.ll!, Bats, all accessories of the sport at Bar
gain Prices.

TREMENDOUS BOOK BARGAINS
We are offering come Pocitively Unbelievable Book Values in this
Great Event.” Regular $200 Books—now 3 for $1.00.

TENNIS GEAR

Odd numbers in the Children's Series—Perfcct'y Good as gifts—
Almost Given Away. French Classics 49c.

One dozen Tennis Racquets at a price that will startle you. Come
Early. Tennis Balls in quantity at—

10 PER CENT BELOW COST

GOLF! GOLF! GOLF!

SPECIAL ON GAMES

See this big rack of Fine Golf Clubs.
prices again on Grade A Clubs.

A great array of Games for Children and Adults, and Children’s
Blocks will be in this Sale at Cost—The Perfect Gift.

Golf Balls—any number—at Cost.

Never will there be such

Don’t Fail to Secure Some of That Beautiful “Society Brand” Stationery—a Nation’s Standard—Sold at
Bare Cost in This Sale.

Cyco Paste, Carter’s Paste, Inks in Pints and Larger, Pens, Security Boxes, Handsome Bookends in Metal anc
Art Work, Typewriter Papers, Carbon Paper—All Smashing Bargains.
Literally Thousands of Unparalleled Bargains Obtainable at Our First Sale. Come Early. Sale Starts Monday,
Oct 31, and Closes Saturday, Nov. 5.

HUST0N4UTILE BOOK COMPANY
ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 247-M

Mrs. Katherine Simmons, who has
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Smith and Miss
Margaret Robinson motored Tuesday been employed during the summer
to Bangor, where they were guests of at Bridgton, returned home Monday.
Mrs. Smith's and Miss Robinson's
sister.
Mrs. Leslie Rich of Tremont, is
In the city, the guest of Mr.s James
Felice Perry is at Knox Hospital Mitchell, Granite street.
where she has had an operation for
tonsils and adenoids.
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Cushing and
Mrs. Williftm Woodbury of DoverMr. and Mrs. George Gifford of Foxcroft were visitors in the city
Pasadena, Calif., who have been the Tuesday
guests this week of Mr. and Mrs. F.
W. Fuller left this morning enroute
Mrs. Katherine Mather left yes
to Boston and Chicago. They made
terday for Reading, Mass., where
the trip here by automobile, covering
she
will
make a brief visit,
the coast to coast trip in 14 days, then going on to Connecticut where
with Mrs. Gifford doing the driving. she will visit her former home. Then

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Pease and son
Albert Chandler Pease. Mrs. Lucy
Spear and E. E. Trask have returned
from a trip to New Brunawlek. They
established headquarters In Caribou,
Mr. Trask's former home.

405 MAIN STREET

Word has been received that Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Twiss of Lansford,
Penn., are the proud parents of a s in
hum to them Oct. 4. Mr. Twiss will
be remembered as the manager of the
F. W. Woolworth Co. here about four
years ago.

Mrs. Leola Flint Noyes was one of
the many who went from Rockland
Monday to view the new bridge,
keeping on to Portland where she
spent the day.

Mrs. Nettie Perry entertained the
Itoovik Club at her Crescent Beach
cottage Tuesday. Picnic dinner was
served with sewing in order for the
afternoon. This club plans to devote
Miss Ruth L. Sylvester Is home
its winter activities (o sewing for the
from Castine Normal School during
Knox Hospital.
the teachers’ convention recess and
The Sunshine Society held a profit has as house guest Lyndon H.
able meeting at the home of Mrs. Bunker of Cranberry Isle.
Edith Gray. Clarendon street. Mon
Miss Frederica Sylvester of Che
day afternoon, with 13 members.
Two quilts were knotted and other local telephone force is having a two
work carried out.
Refreshments weeks’ vacation.
were served. The next meeting will
Mrs. Marcia Keene of Achorn
be Monday with Mrs. S. B. Aylward,
street went to Portland today with
15 Clarendon stieet.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gabbi and wlil
Mrs. Emma E. Wight and her spend the winter there.
brother William P. Burpee have
Mrs. Addle Webb and daughter
closed their Park street home and
left this morning enroute to East Marlon are going Monday to Boston.
Orange, N. J., to spend the winter
with the other members of the
family.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Small, daugh
ter ilary and son Sherwood have
gone to Lubec for a weekend visit to
their former home.
___
•
Miss Lucy Marsh is the guest of
Miss Mabelle Pendleton has re Miss Evelyn McDougall in Portland
turned from a two weeks' vacation, during the teachers' convention.
spent largely in Boston, and resumed
work with the Camden & Rockland
Rev. and Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker
Wtater Co.
go today to Waterville where Mr.
Knickerbocker officiates at a wedding.
Miss Audrey Blackington and El They will return tomorrow accom
mer Teel were weekend guests sit panied by Mrs. Elizabeth Thayer and
Mrs. Ernest F. Ginn’s Pitt street. Miss Constance Knickerbocker, who
Portland.
have 'been spending several days in
Waterville, the guest of Mrs. Thayer's
'The marriage intentions of Mrs. son, Jarvis Thayer.
Flora Jewett and Virgie F. Studley.
IxfWi of this city, have been filed at
Rev. and Mrs. G. A. Knickerbocker
the office of the city clerk. Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. E. IF. Glover ar
Jewett has been one of Senter Crane's rived Tuesday from Hartford, Conn.,
most popular salesladies, while Mr. where they have been In attendance
Studley Is widely known as one of the on the Unlversalist general conven
city's
prominent
business
men tion. They report a delightful time
engaged at the present time in real and an inspiring convention.
estate in an extensive manner. The
couple left for Portland yesterday
Miss Mabel F. Lamb who spent the
noon and after their departure It be weekend in Portland, guest of Mr.
came known that they planned to lie and Mrs. H. N. McDougall, returned
married in Portland. Advices from Monday, accompanied by Mrs. Mc
that city last night were to the effect Dougall who has been spending a
that Mr. and Mrs. Studley wee few days with her daughter. Mrs.
motoring on th:ough Massachusetts Marcus Chandler in Camden.
for a few days.
Invitations have been issued for a
Mabel F. Lamb, Teacher of Piano. luncheon and auction to be given
Mother's Creative Music Course by Saturday afternoon by Miss Caroline
Effa Ellis Perfieid, designed for ehil Littlefield and Mrs. tleorge B. Wood
dren 4 to 7 years. This course is at the Talbot avenue home of Mrs.
based on the music of Birds. Ani 'Wood to meet Mrs. Alexander Light
mals and Flowers. Clajss and Pri foot and Mrs. F. Roy Miller.
vate Lessons. Musicianship Cour.-e
Baked bean supper Saturday night
for more advanced pupils. For fur
ther information call 7S6-M at l'lO at the American Legion hall. Price
35 cents.—adv.
129-130.
Limerock street.—adv;
127-130

she goes to Virginia where she will
spend the winter, returning to Rock
land in March.
Mrs. Eugene Cook of Belfast Is the
guest of her niece, Mrs. IL H. Mc
Intire, Limerock street, while Mr.
Cook is on a hunting trip in northern
Maine.

Bernard U. Adams of Cambridge,
Mass., is spending a few days in
the city, a guest at the Narragansett
Hotel.
He crossed the Kennebec
River on the first regular train from
the westward Monday and regarded
It as a pretty good birthday celebra
tion—for It was his anniversary.|

"Hev yer herd bout ther dunce Fri
day nite at th’ Kuntry Klub?" sez
Glen to Henry. "Naw.” sez Henry,
“I'm fed up on this 'ere tuekeedo
bizness.” "By gosh,' said Glen "this
halnt no tuekeedo affare.
Bv’ry
member uf th' klub is axed ter cum
en bring 'long all th' kids en hev a
rip-snortin', rarin' good time." “How
cum ye no so mutch 'bout this ere
party,” sez Henry. "Huh! how cum
I no so mutch? Waal, Ken Crane
told Ern Davis thet Walt Conley told
im thet Bill Ellingwood wuz goin’
ter put on 1 uv them old-fashlon
Halloween dunces sames wot they
uster hev at Ellingwood's Corner
when he wuz a hoy." "By gum.” sez
Henry, "I b'leve I'll go." "Course
ye'll go." sez Glen.
"Bv-rybody's
goin. Ef yer hev eny nerves yer
want ter park ’em at hum, 'cause
this is goin’ ter be a spooky time.
En say, when yer here thet orkester
thet has Henry Ford's beet a mile
yer’ll fergtt all 'bout yer rumatiz en
all yer alements." Bill Ellingwood
sez ter wunce in his life he's goin'
t'bc on time, so cum erly fer th’ gran
march begins at 7.45 sharp.

End-of-the-Month Specials
Saturday A. M. October 29th
JERSEY DRESSES tfQ QQ FELT HATS
tl
70
$2.00
value
flefO
$15.00 value
<pX*7*7
t? fiQ
COATS
$13.50 and RAIN COATS
Colors: Red, Blue, Tan,
$16.50 to $30.00 value
$21.90
SILK HOSE

<1

SILK BLOOMERS

7Qr

Rayon—$1.00 value

* * **

Ruby Ring—$1.95 value

JERSEY DRESSES
$6.00 value

C4 on

We WiQ Repeat AU of Our Saturday
Morning Specials in This End of the
Month Selling.

THESE ARE ALL REAL VALUES ITWILL BE FOR YOUR
BENEFIT TO BUY NOW

CUTLER-COOK CO.
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AN

AVOID DIZZY SPELLS

INTERRUPTED VOYAGE

Dramatic Story of Mission Ship Maraval Told By One Who
Was In Command of the Expedition.
(By Albert T. Gould)

A New Slip
Did you know that a flfteen-cent
envelope of Diamond Dyes will du
plicate and dellicate tint that may
be the vogue in dainty underwear?
Keep your oldest lingerie, stockings
too, in the shade of the hour. It's
easy if you only use a true dye.Don’t
streak your nice things with syn
thetic tints.
Dye or tint anything; dresses, or
drapes. You can work wonders with
a few, inexpensive Diamond Dyes
(true dyes). New colors right over
the old. Any kind of material.
FREE: Call at your druggist's and
get a free Diamond Dye Cyclopedia.
Valuable suggestions, simple direc
tions.
Piece-goods color samples.
Or, big illustrated book Color Craft
free from DIAMOND DYES, Dept.
N9. Burlington, Vermont.

Diamond Dyes
Just Dip to TINT,or Boil to DYE

OAKITE
Cleans Silver in a
New, Safe Way
UST dissolve one teaspoonful
of OAKITE in two quarts of
hot water—in an aluminum
pan. Then immerse the silver
in this hot solution.

J

Almost instantly the tarnish
will disappear—even the crev
ices will be bright and clean,
without any tiresome polishing! And if you use OAKITE
for dishwashing, not only will
your china and glassware glis
ten but your silver will keep
shining much longer, too.
OAKITE cleans by a new
principle. It makes no suds.
For economy and best results,
use just a little. Get it at your
grocer’s today.

Evsry-O.her-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, October 27, 1927.

(Third Installment)
drew nearer we saw her side lights
Though the voyage had to be and hull. I was very anxious that we
given up for this year, arrangements should keep the Maraval in sight and
were soon made to bring the Maraval requested the master of the Radio to
back to Maine. After temporary re stand by until daylight so that we
pairs had been maw, she started In might pick the boat up in the morn
tow of the schooner RaCio. which was ing and tow her into port. He kept
on her way back to "The States" on. however, for Halifax, thinking it
from Labrador.
Ralph Robinson, best to proceed to that port and re
mate of the Bowdoln and MacMillan's port the position of the boat to the
"right-hand man,” who was returning government.
on the Radio, generously offered to go
Late the next afternoon I was
with me on the Maraval. Never landed at Portuguese Cove near the
shall I forget his kindness, nor that mouth of Halifax harbor. As I
of the Reeves family who did every scrambled ashore and up the rocks to
thing for us and refused to accept a fish stage in this bleak little fish
adequate compensation for the time ing settlement which looked exactly
and labor they spent in looking after as though it had been transplanted
the boat.
from Labrador, I could not help
■On the first night out the moon thinking what a contrast it all was
rose, round and big, out of the sea di to the day, only about two weeks
rectly ahead of the Radio. As we fol before, when we proudly sailed out
lowed in her wake, solemnly bowing of Halifax with flying colors.
to our escort, the Radio seemed to be
Tt'hen the Radio's sails disappeared
mailing directly into the moon. behind the rocks as she swung off for
Robby and I stood "watch and Gloucester, and I gathered up in the
watch," though, as the Maraval growing twilight the few belongings
steered herself, there was nothing to which I had either saved from the
do but look at the moon and sea and 'fire or acquired since, I felt as
ruminate on our many mistakes in though I was about the most insig
life, which is, I suppose, the ideal nificant mortal on earth. But the
state of mind of a sailor.
realization that I was on earth was a
Dawn brought a head wind and fog, sudden stimulus; for I could at last
and as it was useless to thrash communicate with those who might
around outside, the Radio put into yet save the Maraval before she
Gabarouse Bay, where in 1745 that drifted too far offshore to be found,
redoubtable band of intrepid but un or before a shift of wind drove her
trained
New
England
colonists ashore, or some merchant vessel,
landed in a "mad attempt" to take scenting a large salvage award,
the supposedly impregnable fortress picked her up and held her for
of Louisburg, and, to the astonish ransom, or before she was blown up
ment of the world, and the dismay of as a menace to navigation.
Louis XV. did so in very short order.
All of these possibilities had been
■On the same ruggedi shore that lay running through my mind continu
before us, wet and drear in that Sep ously. So it was no small relief
tember fog and rain, Wolfe and his when, after a rough ride in the dark
men landed in 1758 under heavy fire over a narrow road and around
from the French, who had regained breakneck curves, I reached Halifax
possession of the fortress by treaty. and talked with Mr. Harvey of the
As we looked about the bay, which Department of Marine and Fisheries
was deserted except for a few small and was assured by him that a radio
fishing boats, it was hard to realize message would be sent at once to the
that a British fleet of 157 sail lay cutter Arras, which had started out
moored there during the second in search of the overdue Lunenburg
siege of Louisburg.
schooners, advising her of the po
As there was no need ot anyone being sition ot the Maraval and instructing
on the Maraval while in tow, and as her to locate and tow her in, if posthe Radio was shorthanded, Robby slole. Mr. Harvey told me that he
and I, at her master's request, went was especially glad to be of service
on board the Radio before we left to the Mission, as he knew and
Gabarouse, having first lighted the greatly admired Dr. Grenfell.
Maraval's side lights. All went well
After some hours of anxious wait
at first, and the Maraval followed ing, I was overjoyed to learn that
nicely; but just before 9 Vclock on the Arras had found the Maraval 22
the first night out from Gabarouse, miles S. E. of Cape Canso (only
her hawser parted and she went about 12 miles from where she had
adrift 10 miles E. S. E. of Cape broken adrift) and was towing her
Canso. 1 was below at the time, as into Canso harbor. A little later I
I was to be called on watch at mid had word from Capt. Barkhouse,
night.
commander of the Arras, that the
The cry from the deck, "The Mara- Maraval was all right and none the
val's adrlftl” will ring in my ears worse for her experience while
until the end of time.
floundering around all by herself. As
On reaching the deck I could see the law. which Is not generally cred
nothing of her. We put about and ited with being an imaginative sci
stood back. After a short time we ence. has seen fit to endow vessels
made out a black mass to windward with personality, one may perhaps be
which we knew was our boat. As we permitted to imagine that the little

| LESS « ASHES - MORE « HEAT~1

Never well. Always tired and fagged
out. Beauty tossed away by neglect.
To be beautiful and to keep youth the
system must be free from poisonous
backwash of constipation which often
causes dizzy spells. For 20 years. Dr.
F. M. Edwards gave his patients, in
place of calomel, a compound of vege
table ingredients mixed with olive oil.
naming them Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tab
lets. Known by their oiive color. They
free the system of poisons that ravage
health, energy, beauty.
You need never have sallow com
plexion. dull eyes, coated tongue, throb
bing headaches — all signs that your
bowels are clogged, liver is torpid. Take
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets nightly.
They act smoothly and without grip
ing. .. How much better you’ll feel and
look! Everywhere wise men and women
who know the value of good health take
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets. AU drugeists, 15c, 30c and 60c.

AUTUMN IN THE FELLS
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
In my walk today through the Fells
I found that the green shades of
summer had turned to reds, yellows
and browns, and that many of the
j trees were leafless. With a bright
sun and a cloudless sky it wa« an
ideal day for a walk.
It certainly is n delight to the city
! dweller to get out into the woods
' and watch the changes.
In the
■ springtime come the buds, in the sum
mer the full leaf, in the autumn the
I changing and falling leaf, and then
the long winter, with the leafless
t:ees, except of course the pines, firs,
spruces, which retain their green
branches throughout the winter.
I A little matter of 50 years ago I re
cited one Friday afternoon in the old
I red schoolhouse a poem. “Teacher"
! will remember it. As I walked
i through those forest aisles today It
I came hack to me. It was Bryant's
"Forest Hymn"

Maraval, all alone out there, must
have wondered what it was all
about.
The timely service to the Mission
rendered by the Canadian Governiment, and the promptness and will
ingness with which Mr. HarvBy and
Capt. Barkhouse acted, will be grate
fully remembered. Nor will it be
forgotten that A N. Whitman & Son
at Canso contributed their services
and that while the boat was in Hali
fax. Mr. Hendry looked after her there
and furnished her wharfage with
out charges both saying they were
"glad to help along a good cause."
Likewise, the Dominion Steamship
Company towed her for a mod
erate sum from Canso to Hali
fax and Mr. Reeves drove all the way
from Sydney to Canso to look after
her as soon as she was (owed in
there. The Boston insurance Com
pany. leading underwriter insuring

The groves were God’s first Femples. Ere
man learned
To hew the shaft, and ia.v the architrave,
And spread the roof above them—ere he
framed
Tlie lofty vault, to gather and roil hack
The sound of anthems—In the darkling wood.
Amid the cool and silence, he knelt down
And offered to the Mightiest solemn thanks
And supplication.

Boze.
Somerville, Mass., Oct. 23.

the Maraval, has also cooperated
handsomely with us. Such evidences
of good will towards the Mission are
most gratifying as well as timely.
As this Is being written, the steam
er Governor Douglas is on her way
from Halifax to Thomaston with the
Maraval in tow. May her trip be
successful, so that when the Maraval
returns to the port from which she
started, a new and even better Mara
val may rise from the charred and
shattered remains of the old.

BASE

Admiral Billard Makes It Plain That the Section Will Not
Be Retained Here.
Unless the unexpected happens
Base 18, Coast Guard enforcement
unit will pass out of existence next
week, and the boats will he trans
ferred to the Gloucester base. An
attempt was made through Maine's
delegation In Congress to save this
important institution to Rockland,
hut why It has failed, or apparently
so. Is told in the following letter
written by Rear Admiral Billard of
the Coast Guard service to Repre
sentative White, and forwarded to
this paper by Senator Hale, who also
used his influence toward retaining
the unit here.

• • • «

Referring to your personal call to
day. in connection with the discon
tinuance of a small Coast Guard sec
tion base at Rockland, Maine, I am
very glad to explain the situation to
you. which is as follows;
There is stationed at Rockland the
Coast Guard cutter Klckapoo, which
has been adapted for breaking ice on
the coast of Maine.
There is no
present intention of changing the
headquarters port, Rockland, Maine,
of that vessel.
There have been basing at Rock
land four small patrol boats and, for
administrative purposes, this group
has been known as Section Base 16.
The personnel of this base proper
has consisted of just one chief war
rant officer, one warrant officer, and
three enlisted men.
After very careful consideration ot
the matter from all angles, orders

3-pc. Jacquard
Velour Suite

Delivered for Only $5.00 in Cash !

Here is an announcement that every home loving
family should be quick to take advantage of
To en
able the greates number of people to improve their
homes with beautiful, modern furniture, we announce
this special event. Choose any of these suites—profit
by the special lew price*—and secure immed ate de
livery by paying but $5.00 in cash and arranging con
venient terms for the balance ! This offer is good
until the supply is exhausted.

DRESSERS
Graceful, roomy dressers, wal
nut finish,

$19.50

Quartered Oak $13.75

4-pc. Walnut
Bedroom Suite

household

heating

DROP SIDE
SAFETY
CRIBS

problem

better—

D

The

economi

Business Man

cally !

$14.50

Others as low as $875

and more

I

rrtrf

CIRCULATING AIR

Gateleg Tables

PARLOR HEATER

The tops are constructed of ma
hogany veneers with other cabi
net woods and the legs are
sturdily made.

$89.00

Others to $145.00
Think how comfortable for baby
and what a pride to you one of
These marvelous heaters suck
these drop side cribs will be. In
the new brown color with paneled up the air, circulate it, and tend
ends as illustrated.
Baby can
use this crib for years as it is it back to Fill the room with
nearly five feet long.
healthful warmth.

$26.50

The small quantity of ashes, the
absolute freedom from clinkers, the
exceptional heating qualities and the
reasonable cost, together with the fact that
WHITE OAK COAL can be burned with excel

Three-Piece

lent results in the furnace, hot water or steam
heater, cook stove or open grate, makes WHITE

OUTFIT

OAK the idaal household fuel for New England.
Order this "more heat—less ash—less cost” coal today from

$16.50

A bed outfit, at a great trade !
Includes a roomy bed, comfortable
mattress and a spring. Save.

MATTRESSES

$9.85
These are full Fifty pound cotton
mattresses with heavy art ticking.

ROCKLAND COAL CO.
TEL 72

Truly this is a sensational value.

BLANKETS
AND COMFORTERS
Modestly Priced
Comforters, light, soft, filled
with eelected cotton and covered
with eoft, luetrous materials in
charming,
flowered
designs !
Splendid wool blankets in desir
able qualities and sizes. A large
and timely display of beautiful
bedding. Choose now and pay
later if you with.

9-pc. Walnut
Dining Suite
Another example of the splendid character of dining furniture
which you can secure in connection with this special offer. It’s a
special suite at a special price on very special credit terms.Onl.y
35.00 down and we will immediately deliver this suite and you can
pay the balance as convenient !

ROCKLAND, ME.

Chompi— *«

(hark plus b»co«M of U.
dowMc-riebed .ilttnumit. cor. — u. two-piec.
conttrurtion and lortw-

SpariCPlu^s

$145

Thia is without any question one of the greatest values we have
ever offered in a four-piece bedroom suite. Included is a beautiful
bow foot bed, a wonderful full vanity dresser, a big regular dresser
and a roomy chest of drawers—all pieces very well made and of
five-ply walnut in a very rich Finish. For $5.00 in cash we will make
immediate delivery of thia suite and arrange easy terms for the
balance.

7SC
• “*>

CHAMPION

Here ia Proof
St. Paul, Minn —"Here is a little
advice I would like to have you put
in the papers,”
Mrs. JackLorberter of 704 Dell
wood Place wrote
to the Lydia E.
Pinkham Medi
cine Company.
“If young women
■want to keep
their health and
strength for the
next thirty years
of their lives, It
is best to start
in right now and take Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. I \
have tried the Compound myself ’
and received line results." In de
scribing her condition before taking
the Compound, she writes. “I waa
afraid in my own house In broad
daylight, I used to lock the doors
and pull down the shades so that
nobody could see me." One day a
booklet advertising the Vegetable
Compound was left on her porch and
she read it through. In so doing,
she found a letter from a woman
whose condition was similar to her
own.
"I bought the Vegetable
Compound," Mrs. Lorberter con
tinued, "and have had fine results.
The condition I was in made me a
burden to my husband. Now I ask
“How is housekeeping?” and he says,
•’It is just like being in Heaven!**

$149

every

tial analytic electrodes.

By Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’a
Vegetable Compound

We Offer Any of These Suites for
$5.00 Down

SUITE

answers

Car. oth.r
than Ford.

Brazier & McMahon
722 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
OPEN EVENINGS
Next to Snow-Hudson 128*130

Delivers Anu

that

60/

Bargains In Fords
We bought them right and sell
them likewise. Why walk?
Prices from $30.00 up. All good
Tires and new Duco Paint. We
are going to sell these cars as we
need the money.

Suites!!
3

'andcosts leu tout

CKampUn — _ — /

COME ON UP AND SEE THE

YOUNG WOMEN
MAY KEEP WELL

1

Fuel

My car is vital to
the conduct of my
business. And I’ve
learned that one way
to assure myself of
day in and day out
dependability
and with
greater fuel
economy be
sides is to install
Champions.

have been issued directing that this
small force be attached to our sec
tion base at Gloucester, Mass., where
the-e are two commissioned officers
and quite a number of patrol boats,
as well as a small aviation station.
This move is directly in the interest
of economic and efficient adminis
tration. Coast Guard patrol craft
will continue to cruise on the coast of
Maine, undoubtedly
touching at
Rockland as occasion requires. I am
confident that by placing these four
boats under the control of the com
missioned officer at Gloucester more
effective and more economical service
can be rendered on the coast of
Maine.
F. C. Billard.
Rear Admiral, U. S. Coast Guard,
Commandant.

Time remains the champion flye^
of thorn till.—Beloit News.

U 1

Here is a marvelous suite that will prove a delightful addition to the
furnishings of your living room, in fact, completely furnish this room
in a manner in which you can take unusual pride and comfort ! Not
only do we offer the three pieces at this sensationally low price, but
we will deliver this suite for a payment of only $5.00 in cash !

IdealHouseftold

IS GOING

SIXTEEN

URNITUBB COMPANY

COAL
c^pee Heat at Less Cost

7

TOLEDO. OHIO

| MORE « HEAT — LESS - ASHES |

$9.85

Success
ors
to

V. F. Studley

283 Main St.
Rockland

